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Outline of “Kiersten’s vengeance” 

November 2013 - June 2014 

 

Part III   

Gross inaccuracies exist in the following reconstruction, which is written the 

earliest. What’s going on during this period is simply this: while SDW’s stalking 

case against me at the TMU was progressing in earnest, Mr Homeland Security 

CO chief continued to remotely control me to suffer enormous physical pain as a 

way to get myself into troubles and to experience tremendous obsessional 

emotion in order to enable SDW’s case to acquire substance and momentum at 

the TMU. Mr Homeland Security CO chief was doing his best to enable the 

Secret Society women to persuade the TMU to put me away, and yet he never 

succeeded. In the following, “conspirators” basically refers to Mr Homeland 

Security CO chief. (At the time of writing, I was under the impression that there 

were multiple persons inside the control center tormenting me.) – 11 March 2016.   

22 April (Tuesday; severe sleep deprivation; anger/ pain attack; obsession subsiding) 

Slept between 6 and 8 AM. That's all that the control center allowed. 10 AM, came to Tom N 

Tom. The thought that the control center permitted me so little sleep caused anger. Severe pain. 

Took Tylenol. Then the (delusional) thought that SDW was benefiting from my suffering caused 

more anger and more pain. Storage. Feelings for SDW are now programmed to subside, and 

be replaced by the desire to know about her activities in order to achieve equality/ 

intellectual parity with her. Inequality also causes physical pain. This is the second stage of 

my conspirators’ programming to wear down one’s moral scruples over SDW. To storage. Out, 

3 N. Then severe pain again, over the fact that SDW can see me but that I can’t see her. All this 

was of course used by my conspirators as evidence for my delusional state of mind: it was not 

true that SDW can see everything I was doing, but only occasionally, such as right now when she 

and her relatives were in close contact with law enforcement over the danger I might pose to her. 

Then, around 4 PM, wrote blog post 22/04/14, again on the debate from last night: I have been a 

Santa Claus to SDW again (thanks to me she is now able to own guns). Why do I keep benefiting 

her? Then shocked: Why is one so upset about sacrificing oneself to make her happy? This 

contradiction residing in one’s emotions: jealous of her and yet liking/ caring about her. Wrote 

also about cognitive therapy/ rationalization to calm one’s discontent with being forced to save 

America: China and Russia will benefit. Decided also to go to the hospital again to get food and 

complain about pain. Then made a summary of the structure of one’s obsession with SDW. My 

conspirators wanted me to write this in order for law enforcement to see it. They wanted the law 

enforcement officials around to witness that the stalking suspect is full of moral debates while 

the stalking victim is incapable of even appreciating the ability to distinguish between right and 

wrong, or even caring about what is right and what is wrong and what is real and what is not – 

that the American society is upside down. (Not that, of course, anybody in the threat 

management business would understand what I was talking about initially.) As is noted, there is 

no visit from SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative to my blog today. SDW and her family must be 

busy with law enforcement all day long trying to devise measures to protect her against me, and 
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yet all law enforcement would see me doing was writing down these incomprehensible moral 

scruples on my blog.  

Metro, 12 AM. Thoughts programmed to think about the “philosophy chic” met on Metro on 7 

April, and to develop a new perspective on SDW: have gravely overestimated her, and now 

believe that she has input her desire into the computer in the control center to program me to 

forget about her because she was utterly uncomfortable with me. Upset. Then demand that the 

government require her to be one’s sister for life and to maintain a relationship with oneself 

which one is allowed to know about and see. Cannot let her, and the government, get away with 

this. While my conspirators had programmed me to develop these false beliefs in order to make 

me conform to Kiersten’s false profile of me as delusional, this programming of the feeling of 

injustice is the third stage in their programming to wear down one’s moral scruples.  

I collected damages tonight in West LA and La CNGA, 2 W. Then to UCLA hospital, for food, 

pain killers. Got nothing, and sent home around 5 AM (23 April). Wondered if there is any 

reporting about me in the hospital; or if the hospital is considering me a “frivolously complaining 

patient”. 

As is said, there were no visits from SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative today to my blogs. SDW and 

her family were busy with the police on my case today. They were waiting for a response.   

23 April (Wednesday, sleep deprivation) 

Allowed to sleep between 6 and 10:30 AM. Obama visits Japan.  

6 PM. Tremendous hurt, humiliation, over the possibility that one has been forced by the 

government to doubly make a fool of oneself through obsession with SDW: she may have 

already fallen in love with a Russian government informant. Proposed to take her to meet her 

love on a deal. Honks to confirm. My conspirators were deceiving me. Wrongly believed that the 

SVR has intention of recruiting SDW for the sole mission of marrying a SVR agent as mirror 

image of CIA’s recruitment of oneself for the sole purpose of marrying Ekaterina (this to save 

oneself from is the dark hole of being a “terrorist suspect”). Again, my conspirators wanted me 

to develop all these bizarre beliefs in order to make me look crazy and conform to Kiersten’s 

false profile of me. Meanwhile, law enforcement in San Diego that was busy with SDW would 

be convinced that I was crazy.  

By this time, as one demands government's compensation to make SDW one's sister, one's anger 

is shifted more and more to the government rather than to SDW herself. At this time also begin 

to realize that SDW wants to be dominated by a strong man.  

Starbucks, Westwood. 10:36 PM, called Dr G for the second time. Answering machine only. 

Remotely controlled to feel severe pain in order to look like I was hurt by Dr G's non-

availability. Required to collect damages as a matter of survival. Pain so severe. Shaking. SM/ 

Wilshire, 6 N. 5 SPC, 1 W (PCKUP). 4 B. Came to UCLA hospital. Thought about political 

asylum. 2 AM. Open Office (this diary) does not allow export to PDF. Caused pain again. 

Required to collect more damages.  
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SDW posted 5:59 PM on Facebook Group (edited), replied on 7 PM, and then changed the 

Group's profile picture around 12 AM. She was instructed to do this by her FBI handler, 

evidently. The purpose is to make me believe in a “change of script”, as if a new phase, 

happiness for me, were to begin – in order for me to produce more evidences demonstrating my 

craziness and delusional state of mind. 

As for SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative, she came to my blog through a Google search on 6:22 

PM. No activity for an hour, she came to my posting 20/04/14 on 7:30 PM.  This is the 

preliminary version of the summary I had written about SDW’s action on me since 1 March. The 

scenario was all wrong, and the only thing on it that made sense to SDW’s Pennsylvanian 

relative was my barest comprehension that SDW was reporting me to the police. She couldn’t be 

more convinced that Kiersten was right about me, that I was completely delusional. She then 

looked at the same blog postings she had already looked at in previous days, then paused for one 

hour and a half, and finally looked at my 21/04/14 posting again on 9:26 PM (12:26 AM local 

time). She also looked at my 22/04/14 post, in which I analyzed the components of my obsession 

with SDW. Then, again, all the postings she had already looked at. There was a pause between 

12 AM and 1 AM. She resumed on 1 AM, and last looked at my blog on 1:28 AM (4:28 AM 

local time). 

You can certainly sort of figure out what was going on. SDW and her family spent the entire day 

yesterday and the whole afternoon today with law enforcement, trying to persuade them to do 

something about me. They thought my practice at the range should do it. And yet law 

enforcement didn’t see any reason to make a move. And so, from 6:22 PM onward, the 

Pennsylvanian relative began searching my blog anew trying to find some statement, etc., that 

might hint at the imminent danger I was supposed to pose to SDW. She spent 7 hours doing this, 

until she went to sleep on 4:30 AM her time. While convincing the police that I was completely 

crazy, SDW’s family couldn’t convince them that I was dangerous. And so, nothing.    

24 April (Thursday; sleep deprivation) 

Out of hospital. Starbucks, Westwood. Angered. Believed that most of what I believed about 

SDW’s activities in the past two months were delusional beliefs programmed into my mind by 

the control center. It seems that the filter continually controls me to believe something and then 

to not believe it, in order to establish a pattern to confuse A/ K, SDW, and the Mexicans as to the 

trustworthiness of my conception of the purpose of the operation. (In reality, the reason is more 

complicated, and only the Mexicans need to be deceived.) Now I began to doubt whether SDW 

is really accessing surveillance on me. And upset that half of the materials on my blog are in fact 

delusional. Even doubted if there has indeed existed Microspherian Study Group of sustainable 

civilization. Then wondered if the entire reform program for US might also be delusional 

thoughts programmed into my brain. 4:40 AM. Open Office crashed again, causing anger.  

Wrote an email to David on 5 AM, confessing that I have realized that he has been part of 

Kiersten’s Secret Facebook Group and has known SDW since October last year, and that it is she 

who has asked him to check on me on 16 April. (This is in fact not quite correct, though, it 

seems.) Then confessed that other than being physically attractive, SDW actually doesn’t have 

any of the qualities one looks for in a woman, even though one knows that one is pathetic 
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enough that one shouldn’t even bother to look for women at all. Then collected damages. 

Westwood, 2 B. 5:30 AM, Fairfax, 1 W. 1 H. Slept 7 AM. David replied, 11:22 AM, denying my 

accusation. I simply presumed that SDW has instructed David not to tell me the truth, that she 

has gathered everyone around me to falsely report me. Woke up 11:30 AM. Feeling virtually 

nothing for SDW. David was right. Realized just how crazy she was. At Tom N Tom, posted: the 

use of August Schleicher’s theory to illustrate the simplification of the American mind. Then 

discovered David’s reply, and was angered by his denial. 4 PM, actually hoped that SDW's 

possible Russian boyfriend would put her away (incite her to harm me to get herself arrested/ 

hospitalized). This is the fourth stage in my conspirators’ plan: they need me to hate SDW to the 

point of wishing for her destruction, in order to cause me to at last “stalk her”. Meanwhile I 

began developing the false belief that SDW hated me because she hated those who cares about 

her: evidence used by my conspirators for my conformity to Kiersten’s claims about me, etc. 

Thought mostly about Ekaterina. By this time have developed the false belief that SDW is used 

by the Russians/ Ekaterina to test my attitude toward romance. It is Ekaterina who is trying to 

learn how my psychology works (false belief). Triphon friended me on 5:16 PM, as if to confirm 

SDW's arrest or the correctness of my wish for SDW’s demise. I don’t know if Triphon is under 

control center’s direction; but clearly my conspirators have timed my thinking with his actions in 

order for me to wrongly interpret the situation thusly. Soon, however: although detesting SDW 

(she is both lousy, her fault, and too lucky, reason not intrinsic to her), still find it hard to have 

her suffer pain in my stead because she has suffered similarly in the past. That is, I have begun 

developing the false belief that the Macrospherians have wanted her to victimize me so that she 

could by international laws be forced into suffering my fate as my substitute. My conspirators 

need this delusional belief on my part in order to justify using SDW as a substitute for Angelica 

and Karin in the replacement/ erasure of evidences from the previous ICJ trial.  

Stammtish. Required to be late, 8 PM. (Bus late.) Upset about it. Kathy there, but left 8:15 PM. 

Asked in vain for her to stay. Believed that she must have been recruited to falsely report me as 

well, since she only RSVPed after seeing my RSVP this afternoon, and would not show up at the 

next month’s meeting. But, very likely false belief, per my conspirators’ wish, evidence for my 

perpetual delusional state of mind. Teresa, Mexican girl from Mexican consulate. At the end, 

almost embarrassed oneself by asking her about her impression on Mexican society. 1 N, 1 B. 

Mak Cafe. Stinging pain sensation all night. Cannot control embarrassing thoughts. Required to 

fantasize SDW’s arrest all night long to produce evidence for my delusional state of mind. But 

falsely believed that this was to convince A/ K, etc., that I’m full of false scenarios. But I wrote 

on my blog: “Don’t in fact believe it. SDW will soon post on Facebook and blog to prove she is 

not.” Anger and hatred all night over the fact that the CIA wants me to look dumb and ridiculous 

in order to replace evidences.  

Now let’s consider SDW’s Pennsylvania relative’s, and others’, visits to my website today. Nine 

and a half hour since her last visit, she came to my blog through a Google search on 10:03 AM 

(1:03 PM her time). She would always come to my blog through Google searches obviously 

because SDW, too, didn’t want my blog posts about her to be online – even though I have never 

mentioned her name in them! She must have troubled the police about suppressing my website, 

just like Angelica last year. 10:06 AM, the relative looked at “The story behind my 

experience…” 10:26 AM, blogs/2012/04, i.e. the very first postings. Then, 2012/07. 10:33 AM, 

2013/08. 10:39 AM, 2013/09. 11:29 AM, 2013/12. 11:30 AM, 2014/01. 11:32 AM, 2014/02. 
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Then a 20 minute pause, and, 11:56 AM, 2014/03. Almost an hour later, 12:45 PM, the same. 

Note that, on 12:44 PM, there is another visit, 66.87.67.205, /gang-stalking, 66-87-67-

205.pools.spcsdns.net, Los Angeles.  

66.87.67.205 - - [24/Apr/2014:13:44:21 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

56747 "http://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; N810 

Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

13 minutes later, on 12:57 PM, another visit from Arcadia (east Los Angeles) came to my blog 

posting through a Google search: cpe-76-95-11-2.socal.res.rr.com. 

76.95.11.2 - - [24/Apr/2014:13:57:12 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 4267 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36" 

SDW’s relative would not come to my blog again through Google searches until 3 PM, which is 

almost the exact same time when I posted my notes on August Schleicher and discovered I had 

made mistakes in formatting, and right before I corrected the mistakes. Obviously, SDW and her 

Pennsylvanian relative were calling up somebody in Los Angeles to complain about my blog 

postings. The two persons in Los Angeles were probably police officers, and SDW was trying to 

persuade them to suppress my website, on the ground of my sick obsession with her and 

delusional beliefs about mind-control technology. But she didn’t succeed, and so, by 3 PM, her 

relative was back to work again. 3:32 PM, my blog again. Two hours later, on 5:43 PM, she 

came back to my blog one last time, and she would not be seen again until tomorrow early 

afternoon. Clearly, between 3:30 PM and 5:30 PM, SDW was still discussing with the police 

trying to persuade them, and, in the end, without success. This is why her relative ceased 

working tonight. They almost gave up.   

25 April (Friday, sleep deprivation) 

Slept 3 AM. Woke up 11:30 AM. Severe pain from 12 PM onwards. So immobilized that one 

quickly rode the bus to Westwood to write down on one’s blog the train of thoughts which has 

preceded the current episode of severe pain and then to go inside the hospital: there is no 

possible way to know how much of the bizarre scenarios which (as I thought at the time) the 

government has programmed me to develop about SDW are actually true. This sudden doubt 

about whether SDW has indeed accessed surveillance on me is again to convince everyone that 

I’m full of errors (partially false belief). So unfair, that the government has fucked me up like 

this. Wrote that the government has an obligation to reverse the damage, yet that it will never do 

so. And then my wish for the government to furnish me with logs of SDW’s activities – and the 

absolute impossibility for this to happen. Then wrote: Thinking that I'm so smart, so valuable to 

society, while everybody involved in the scandal is merely laughing at me: Look, he believes we 

all love him and value him; he doesn't know how pathetic he is…  Again, to convince A/ K and 

Panistas that this is indeed an op against me, not against them (and so my false belief went until 

the middle of June). Then wrote: “Life is so not worth living when you are not allowed to know 

anything about your circumstances… I beg the government to institute an euthanasia program 

like the Netherlands has done….” Then wrote: “Severe physical pain also when I just can't reach 
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my Best Friend to talk about this….” My conspirators wanted me to write down my death-

wish on my blog so that SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative can report me for being delusional 

and a danger to myself and others.  

While in the hospital, I called up Dr G in desperation. He couldn’t meet me however, saying he 

had guests from Norway. After waiting in the hospital for hours, I left, and got online in 

Starbucks. By this time, although pain had subsided, I was terrified. Meanwhile, SDW posted on 

Facebook, 8:45 PM, 9:20 PM. Came home early. Spoke to myself about transferring my pain 

onto SDW around 8:38 PM. Cut myself on 8:47 PM. Medium wound, accidental wound on right 

foot. SDW posted again on 11 PM. My “May false belief” would have it that EKT and her sister 

have also joined Kiersten’s Secret Facebook Group, and that IH, EKT, her Russian lover, and the 

Republicans have begun revealing to SDW the full extent of the operation. My false belief would 

be that they explain to her that, for her good job in saving Russia, they will reward her with a 

“package”, and but, first of all, she must target me herself to unload all her past suffering on me 

– I’m her substitute, they tell her – and do other bad things to erase all the evidences. The erasure 

of evidences, again, will save Russia, they all tell her. In order for her to unload all her suffering/ 

targeting on me, I would have to develop the desire to unload my suffering onto her first, so that, 

by virtue of enforcement of UN Resolution 1373, she can “revenge” by unloading all her 

suffering onto me. Then went out again to collect damages in PSDN: 1 W, 1 H; SM/WILSH: 9 

N, 3 H, 2 B. Coming back home, looking at my diary, enormous hatred for SDW (not making a 

sound but just letting me suffer in ignorance). No empathy. Angry. Wrote on diary: wanting to 

kill her (falsely believing that law enforcement might be letting her see my laptop’s screen). Will 

erase the statement the next night, however. In reality, My conspirators have simply obtained 

another piece of evidence showing me conforming to Kiersten’s claims about me: always loving 

and hating somebody, which by now has been modified: I always hate somebody after loving 

her.    

 

Now let’s consider the strange visits to my website and blog today. On 1:13 PM, 71.108.10.57, 

pool-71-108-10-57.lsanca.dsl-w.verizon.net. Long Beach.  

 

71.108.10.57 - - [25/Apr/2014:14:13:25 -0600] "GET 

/scientificenlightenment1/humandispersal.html HTTP/1.1" 200 26531 

"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCYQFjAA&

url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fscientificenlightenment1%2Fhumandisp

ersal.html&ei=4cFaU437EMKoyASV5oHwBA&usg=AFQjCNHCKiTxpSheqoLQj8J2eFLSpw

vTCw&sig2=LQ_b59GIrjrKarMIGfUwCg&bvm=bv.65397613,d.aWw&cad=rja" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10.5; rv:16.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/16.0" 

 

There will be a lot of visits to this webpage today, tomorrow, and into the coming week. SDW 

and the rest of Kiersten’s gang had decided to focus on this chapter as the evidence with which to 

persuade the TMU that I was a plagiarizer, evidently because there exists a large bloc of 

quotation in this chapter. Meanwhile, hardly understanding what SDW’s gang were doing, I 

actually thought that the authority was instructing these people to pass me a “secret message” 

telling me that the Macrospherians will implement my idea of “making Feefee lovable by 

increasing the frequency of his type among the population”: I thought people are trying to draw 

my attention to the “MALIQA” on the document. Ha!   
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Next, consider SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative. She first came to my blog through a Google 

search (as usual) on 1:56 PM. She paused for one and a half hour, and then came again through a 

Google search on 3:33 PM. She paused for another three hours, and came to my blog (2014/04) 

on 6:45 PM. By this time I had already posted my 25/04/2014 post (around 2:40 PM). 

Presumably SDW’s relative was very happy to see my latest suicidal expression on my blog: 

more reasons with which to persuade the police to hospitalize me and then clandestinely suppress 

my website. Apparently she and SDW spent three hours trying to persuade the police, but 

without success again. When SDW’s relative came back to my April postings on 6:45 PM, she 

soon looked at my folder /usc/ (from 2012/09), on 6:56 PM. She then looked at 2012/06 

postings, paused for three and a half hours, and came back on 10:30 PM, looking at 2012/06 

again. During the three hours she and SDW were probably trying to convince the police that, 

because I kept talking about my mind-control experiences on these June 2012 postings, I was 

clearly delusional and a danger to myself and others. But, once again, the police didn’t consider 

that enough justification to hospitalize me and remove my website. SDW’s relative looked at the 

same month’s postings again on 11:28 PM. That was all. She would not come again until 19 and 

a half hours later. SDW and her relative had spent another 10 hours today working on removing 

my traces on the Internet.  

 

What is so interesting is the fact that, late into the night, SDW posted on her blog “Government 

technology to read your thoughts and implant new ones”, with a link: 

http://www.jeffpolachek.com/mind-control/mc-research-docs/199-government-technology-to-

read-your-thoughts-and-implant-new-ones. It’s an article on Remote Neural Monitoring 

technology. While she and her relative were reporting me to the police for delusional belief about 

my thoughts being remotely read and programmed by the control center, she was posting 

something similar on her blog. Why? I think she was in fact searching online for information to 

disprove or confirm my claims on my blog, and came upon this article. She actually did believe 

such technology existed. Nevertheless, when she believed it, it was okay. When I believed it, she 

would report me for being severely delusional. That’s how she was: a supreme hypocrite. 

 

There were other suspicious visits as well. 11:11 PM, 71.34.89.209 (ptld.qwest.net: Century 

Link), Portland, Oregon.  

 

71.34.89.209 - - [26/Apr/2014:00:11:25 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 4397 

"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CDMQFjAB&

url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fsynthetic-

telepathy%2F&ei=_k1bU4nACcWeyATThYHACg&usg=AFQjCNGYiBnnP206B6gmAgCN2K

Dqy94BhQ&sig2=ml9YRFAEA5tokuuqvH6dNA&bvm=bv.65397613,d.aWw" "Mozilla/5.0 

(X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

 

This was probably some friend of LUG members in Oregon. He listened to my recording there 

on 11:13 PM.  

 

http://www.jeffpolachek.com/mind-control/mc-research-docs/199-government-technology-to-read-your-thoughts-and-implant-new-ones
http://www.jeffpolachek.com/mind-control/mc-research-docs/199-government-technology-to-read-your-thoughts-and-implant-new-ones
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71.34.89.209 - - [26/Apr/2014:00:13:11 -0600] "GET /2014/synthetic_telepathy_3_15_14.wav 

HTTP/1.1" 200 388941023 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/" 

"Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

 

Then, repeated visits from St. John College to posting 4/25/14, through Feedly: 204.69.190.254 

(butch.sjc.edu), 12:29 AM; 1:20 AM; 1:25 AM.  

 

204.69.190.254 - - [26/Apr/2014:01:29:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/25/severe-targeting-

from-23-to-25-april-the-government-requires-me-to-express-suicidal-thoughts-on-this-blog-

again-by-torturing-me/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9230 "http://feedly.com/index.html" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

 

204.69.190.254 - - [26/Apr/2014:02:20:09 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/25/severe-targeting-

from-23-to-25-april-the-government-requires-me-to-express-suicidal-thoughts-on-this-blog-

again-by-torturing-me/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9230 "http://feedly.com/index.html" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36" 

 

204.69.190.254 - - [26/Apr/2014:02:25:47 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/25/severe-targeting-

from-23-to-25-april-the-government-requires-me-to-express-suicidal-thoughts-on-this-blog-

again-by-torturing-me/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9230 "http://feedly.com/index.html" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36" 

 

This was Kiersten’s friend. Apparently, because SDW and her relative had had no success all 

day in convincing the police to make a move on me, they even called up Kiersten and the LUG 

members for help, asking them to also complain to the police about my delusional thoughts about 

mind-control (synthetic telepathy) and suicidal expressions. 

 

26 April (Saturday; sleep deprivation; no more chip-induced excruciating pain) 

From now on the control center would no longer induce in me severe, excruciation anger pain. 

Operation has changed. My conspirators’ goal was two-fold: first, to cause me to speculate 

wrongly on the causes, first coming up with the scenario that Angelica and Kiersten had been 

grabbed out of the control center and perhaps even arrested again, then later with the scenario 

that the government and the Russians had hooked up SDW with the control center in order to 

allow her to target me. Secondly, my conspirators were “graduating me”: they wanted me to 

learn to commit crimes even when I was no longer in pain. For this, they had to gradually reduce 

the amount of pain they were inflicting on me while keeping me in the habit of committing 

crimes. More on this later.  

Slept between 4 and 9:30 AM. Awaken by Dr G’s phone call: he can meet me! 1 PM. But I was 

tremendously frustrated while riding the metro to Long Beach: accident on the rail. Have to call 

Dr G to beg him to come to LA. Met him in West LA, 2 PM. Barnes and Nobles. Read Keith 

Jeffrey, The Secret History of MI6: 1909 – 1949. 2010. Reminds me of SDW’s association with 

the CIA (in fact, non-existent), and CIA’s provision of secret documents to her but not to me 
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(never happened: evidences for my delusional state of mine). Jealousy of SDW, being left out, 

which caused physical pain. 6:30 PM, saw Zachary Shore’s A Sense of the Enemy (2014). Pattern 

breaks: deviation from routine, when the enemy imposes costs upon himself, reveals what he 

values the most. By now, no feeling left for SDW except anger. Anger from jealousy, etc. She is 

“on the inside”, saw the whole scandal, and is provided with government secret documents, 

whereas one is left rotting outside and not allowed to know anything. This is only half-true, of 

course. 7:30 PM, with Dr G in the car. Couldn’t help but talk about “relative deprivation” toward 

SDW with Dr G. The whole thing is recounted the next day’s blog post. 

 

Starbucks, Westwood, until 11 PM. Very pretty Asian chic sitting in front of me. King King. 3 

B. My conspirators were giving me a break from requirement to commit crimes. Required to 

develop another wrong theory about the “plan” with SDW: double binary opposition: in/ out and 

good/ bad. Again, producing evidences showing me to be delusional.       

 

SDW has not posted anything on her Facebook Group and blog today as well. This would cause 

me to believe, wrongly, later she has spent the whole day inside the control center learning about 

the machines there, and, as usual, is listening to one’s conversation with Dr G about her, and gets 

quite disgusted by it.  

Now let’s look at the suspicious visits to my site today. SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative came to 

my blog through Google searches on 6:58 PM and 2014/04 on 7:37 PM. That was all for today. 

It was quite possible that Dr G had come to meet me serving as law enforcement informant. To 

clear up the matter about SDW’s frenzy yesterday, the police had Dr G wear a wire and was 

listening to my conversation with him. SDW was back home waiting for police’s decision. 

Again, SDW was disappointed: the police found no reasons to suspect me of posing imminent 

danger both to myself and to her, and, without hospitalizing me, SDW would not request the 

removal of my website – because she, like Angelica before her, did not want me to know that my 

website had disappeared.    

I have to comment that SDW’s goal was in fact not to remove my website per se. If she didn’t 

want me to talk about her on my blog, she simply had to ask me, and, given my intense obsession 

with her at this time, I would remove all my blog posts about her immediately, just to please her. 

But she refused to ask – law enforcement must have told her the same thing: just tell him not to 

write about you. Just like Angelica and Kiersten before her, SDW’s real goal was to establish 

intellectual superiority over me, domination. She wanted me to be put away, with my website 

removed, without my knowing why and who did it. It is the feeling of superiority involved in the 

act of destroying an inferior being without his understanding how it has happened – like 

euthanizing a dog in the animal shelter: the dog has never understood why he ends up dead – 

which SDW was ultimately looking for. She was trying to prove to herself that she is a human 

being while I’m no more than a subhuman, some inferior being who can’t understand how he has 

posed threat to others better than he and how he has been neutralized by them.  

27 April (Sunday, severe targeting; SDW’s frenzy with police continues) 

Slept between 6:30 AM and 1 PM. Allowed by the control center to sleep more than 6 hours, 

what a miracle! Then discovered that my webhosting service has charged me almost 100 dollar 
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for renewal of domain, which left me with no money to live on. Suffered a nervous breakdown, 

required to commit crimes and cut myself. It really feels like I have been targeted/ tortured again 

today, but of course it looks like I have not been, since the charge is normal and planned by 

myself a long time ago, I was merely programmed to not remember it. But in fact I have been 

targeted, because my entire expenditure has been predetermined and programmed by the 

computer in the control center since a long time ago. My life is merely a computer program, and 

this program says that I need to collect damages, be self-destructive, run out of money, suffer 

unbearable emotional problems, look like a piece of trash to others, and wish for political asylum 

in Russia just to get out of the program, etc. This is SDW’s manner of targeting, again: alteration 

of one’s own memory, motives, goals, and attitude in order to experience the same, hitherto non-

torturing, environment as torturing. Called up Dr G for help around 2:33 PM, even though the 

last thing I want in the world is to get him involved in my personal problems. Not only was he 

available to meet right this afternoon, but was willing to help. I went to Lon Beach to meet him.1 

Met him around 4:15 PM (phone call with him on 48:00 in the recording and meeting him on 

2:30:00 in the recording). However, he played the role of a disciplining parent, saying he would 

only lend me 100 dollar in order to prevent me from developing the bad habit of irresponsible 

borrowing. Disgusting and stupid. It’s as if there was indeed positive evaluation of one’s genius 

from experts from around the world, he has heard about it, is proud of it, and wants to take me 

under his wing in order to promote himself as well, hence showing off how he could “train me” 

and “teach me” (when in fact the teaching is just so dumb). Furthermore, Dr G’s mentioning of 

reading Zachary’s book last night caused me to speculate erroneously that Mr Zachary had been 

notified and was listening to my intelligent speech on relative deprivation and the tactics used by 

one faction in the government to discredit another. Dr G then told me he would be gone to Santa 

Barbara until 8 May, as if trying to deprive me of him just at this desperate time in order to cause 

me to need him more later. I would later develop the wrong impression that the White Roses 

wanted to exclude Dr G from my life by programming me to become disgusted with him – they 

do not like him at all, a neocon-lover and staunch believer in the “American Way” – with the 

side effect of making him my “substitute” so that my eventual hatred of him could serve to 

establish identity between SDW and myself.  

And so my conspirators would have intercepted all these as further evidences for my delusional 

state of mind. I presume that Dr G was enthusiastic about meeting me – despite having guests as 

his house – because he really enjoyed working as a law enforcement informant. More on this, 

later. 

In any case, although Dr G has solved my money problem temporarily, the most pressing 

problem still remains: not allowed to know anything about my circumstances, about the stalking 

scandal, what people have done to and about me. Condemned to forever gasp for oxygen in a 

vacuum. Since it’s not possible to destroy SDW to kill pain, and since there is no possibility that 

one will ever be allowed to know anything about one's circumstances, one can only look forward 

to perpetual collection of damages and continual self-destruction. Anger also over the fact that 

I'm in such desperate position because I'm actually working overtime, but the job description is 

                                                           
1 My time with him is recorded in: “paindrglendsmoneysnowden_4_27_14_145-553PM.MP3”.  
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that I have to look like I'm not working, and that's why I'm not getting paid. Then theorized that 

the government (White Roses) actually hates SDW to the point of wanting her destroyed. Home, 

blog posting 28/04/2014, more thorough explanation of “relative deprivation” and justification 

for my hatred for SDW. Then a hint for SDW to share her knowledge about the scandal with me. 

I would later develop the wrong theory that SDW was inside the control center by now and 

would read this post there, and become ever more disgusted by it (an Asian male’s theoretical 

discussion about feelings toward her). Again my conspirators’ gradual wearing down of my 

moral scruples in regard to stalking SDW (to enable me begin to hate her). Finally a comment 

about CIA’s frequent tactic to manipulate people to leak secrets, to incite hatred toward them, for 

their own benefits. (And my fear for ending up like Snowden.)  

Night. Cut oneself four times to obtain one medium wound. Then collected damages in 

HLLYWD/ HGHLND in response to the “targeting” this afternoon. Because SDW has not 

posted anything on her Facebook Group today as well, I would later wrongly theorize that she 

was busy inside the control center. 

Now let’s consider the suspicious visits to my website today, especially to see what SDW and 

her family were up to. First of all, massive visits to “humandispersal.html” continued, even some 

from Pasadena, Monterey Park, Reunion, Sacramento, Irvine. These people were obviously 

recruited by my conspirators just to make these artificial visits, the purpose being to reinforcing 

my delusion.  

Then, on 2:31 PM, SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative came to my blog through a Google search.  

184.56.169.16 - - [27/Apr/2014:15:31:33 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 69633 

"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 

like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36" 

She came again 10 hours later, on 12:38 AM: 

184.56.169.16 - - [28/Apr/2014:01:38:37 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 74292 

"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 

like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36" 

184.56.169.16 - - [28/Apr/2014:01:39:21 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/ HTTP/1.1" 200 74329 

"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36" 

She would not come back until almost 23 hours later. Other visits of note included: on 8:04 AM, 

some Opera Mini person, who found my blog through a Google search; on 5:30 PM, 

68.199.49.152, post /3/3/14, Optimum Online, Englishtown, New Jersey: 

68.199.49.152 - - [27/Apr/2014:18:30:04 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/03/the-strangest-mind-

control-torture-attack-onself-esteem-or-self-concept/ HTTP/1.1" 200 6115 

"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25" 
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Then, on 9:26 PM: 54.221.35.255 (Amazon), from my comment on SDW's blog post 

2013/11/10. Note that this person in SDW’s team was using Amazon Kindle Fire HD.  

54.221.35.255 - - [27/Apr/2014:22:26:32 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 74292 

"http://stoporgangstalking.wordpress.com/2013/11/10/loud-vehicles-october-2013/" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Linux; U; en-us; KFTHWI Build/JDQ39) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Silk/3.16 Safari/535.19 Silk-Accelerated=true" 

 

And, finally, Kiersten’s friend from St John’s College, on 9:41 PM.   

204.69.190.254 - - [27/Apr/2014:22:41:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/28/targeting-26-and-27-

april/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10302 "http://feedly.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36" 

What happened can be reconstructed as follows: the police was still discussing SDW’s case, and 

had not decided to make a move on me per her request. SDW had another person in her team 

check my website 8 AM in the morning. Then, SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative Googled for my 

website on 2:31 PM, and was disappointed to discover that the police didn’t grant SDW’s request 

to hospitalize me and remove my website. She and SDW were presumably complaining to the 

police – just when I called up Dr G (2:33 PM) telling him about my problem. Dr G, quite aware 

of the situation (that SDW wanted me hospitalized and my website removed), said he would call 

me back after checking his calendar to see if he could meet me today. In reality, he went to 

discuss the matter with his government handler and the police. What a coincidence that SDW 

was complaining to the police about me just when I called up Dr G! Because somebody else had 

set up the whole thing to manipulate me and SDW for the purpose of educating law 

enforcement’s threat management units. Namely, my conspirators inside the control center. Dr 

G’s handler instructed Dr G to discuss with the police, who were just discussing the case with 

SDW. I sounded angry with SDW yesterday when talking about her with Dr G, and yet the 

police had no reason to hospitalize me and remove my website. By 3:07 PM (1:22:00 in the 

recording), when Dr G called me back to tell me he could meet me today, that’s when the police 

had finished discussion with SDW and decided to send Dr G to test me again. I met Dr G around 

4:15 PM, and, throughout the meeting, didn’t discuss SDW any further with him, but was merely 

terribly embarrassed about having to borrow money from him. Dr G was not disciplining me; he 

was instructed by his government handler (who got instructions from my conspirators inside the 

control center, where they could see my future on the computer screen) to play these tricks on me 

in order to elicit from me my personality traits: shyness, guilt about lying, honesty, etc. The idiot, 

uneducated psychologists in the threat management units would then be taught, presumably by 

some real psychologists from the CIA, about how to accurately assess my threat level on the 

basis of these personality traits. In other words, ever since SDW’s frenzy from 20 April onward, 

somebody, I dare say, was guiding the San Diego and Los Angeles threat management unit 

personnel as to how to handle SDW’s case.    

I finished my meeting with Dr G by 5:20 PM, and the police didn’t decide to hospitalize me. 

Perhaps SDW thought Dr G would do her betting by calling in the police and ambulance to take 

me in on 5150, and yet Dr G never did such thing. SDW was disappointed, and, for this reason or 
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other, asked somebody in Kiersten’s old gang to check my website. (The person may be Liz.) 

That was 5:30 PM. SDW must be spending the whole night again trying to figure out a way to 

persuade the police to hospitalize me, and thus asked two more persons to check my website, on 

9:26 PM and 9:41 PM. Kiersten’s friend from St John’s College discovered my latest posting, in 

which I admitted cutting myself and analyzed my anger with SDW. But when they reported this 

to the police, it was still not good enough reason. Finally, SDW asked her relative to try looking 

for reasons again and to Google for my blog, on 12:38 AM. Whatever they had reported, the 

police remained unpersuaded.  

The whole course of events obviously works like this – from the perspective of the Mexicans and 

Kiersten. Because the Republicans can’t get Kiersten – Kiersten and her Homeland Security 

friend had got their tails – they are going to get SDW. They use me as a bait. They continually 

program me to obsess over SDW, and then cause me severe pain to drive me to suicidal ideation 

and collection of damages – and to talk about it on my blog. SDW, although she is not a 

psychopath and does not suffer personality disorder – such as Kiersten and Angelica do – would 

nevertheless want to harm me in the same way when I talk about my obsession with her on my 

blog, even though I do not mention her name. Why? Because the disease lies in the ideology 

which infects every woman (or at least every white woman) in America. And this is the point 

which the CIA wants to make to the judges in the secret International Court of Justice. My 

conspirators were thus causing me pain in order to provide SDW with some pretexts to act on her 

disease – to deal with me as an undeserving subhuman entity through clandestine disposal 

without my knowing, as if she were intellectually superior to me when she is actually 

intellectually inferior. (The revolt of the masses.) Again, the White Roses were using SDW to 

demonstrate in Court that, in America, the Monkeys are trying to dispose of human beings as if it 

were human beings who are trying to dispose of Monkeys, all because the Monkeys are too 

stupid to realize they are Monkeys and to notice that human beings are not Monkeys. This is 

why, no matter how loudly SDW complains – “He just practices shooting guns! He just says he 

cuts himself on his blog! He vandalizes things! He is angry with me!” – the police persistently 

ignore her while getting educated by those from above. SDW and I were manipulated to stage a 

show, basically. I wish I were in the position of Dr G, because he must know that the person who 

directs his handler is someone who is part of the puppeteers over me and SDW. And he enjoyed 

manipulating me: duping me, erasing evidences to harm Russia and to empower United States by 

damning rest of the world, and enforcing the Republicans’ War on Women – all at the same 

time. What a piece of trash. He didn’t know that the Republicans were now compelled to do 

White Roses’ program, and that, as the White Roses have planned, the Republican Party will 

become extinct within the coming decade.       

28 April (Monday; severe sleep deprivation; records at the police) 

Programmed to fantasize being big brother to SDW for the whole night. 3 AM. Checked State 

Department personnel after thinking about the visit from there on 10 April. 

Still not slept by 7:30 AM. Suddenly, severe pain from cut wounds, unable to sleep, walked to 

Tom N Tom, extreme despair and hatred. Decided to collect damage and cut oneself tonight. The 

immediate thought was that somebody, like Dr G, might be trying to prevent me from cutting 
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myself by artificially causing my wound to hurt. This actually intensified my resolve to cut 

myself. Since this was my natural reaction, this was the goal of the pain, and so my conspirators 

were just doing this in order to produce more evidence for my conformity to Kiersten’s profile of 

me as delusional and to replace/ erase some evidences. Came back home 8 AM. After pain, 

programmed to feel even more like a big brother to SDW. Then remotely controlled to 

masturbate, aggressively. Slept until 11:30 AM.  

Storage. Have developed the intention for a few days to not wait for the scandal to finish but to 

begin unearthing the secrets regarding my stalking victims’ operations on me. To police stations, 

Records and Identification. Unable to find traces of my case at all. Not even the case with Chaya. 

It seemed that every record about me is still kept in confidentiality, and police have all been 

instructed to pretend that I have never been investigated and reported about. But the reality is 

probably that, because SDW’s stalking case against me is still open, my records must be kept in 

secrecy from me given my status as the “suspect”. My conspirators had however programmed 

me to respond to the honking on the street in such a way as to solidify my delusional belief that 

the government had taken SDW inside the control center and that the Invisible Hand was 

showing her how to work the machine there. To SM library. Saddened. Then remotely controlled 

to think that it would actually be fun to be a big brother to SDW and take care of her, but then 

programmed to feel disappointed in that one can't even take care of oneself, all wishes to take 

care of others being thus worthless fantasies. So much loving feelings inside, but simply not 

having the means to ever express them. Only crimes demand no prerequisite. Then fantasized 

meeting EKT in a park in Europe, and then remotely controlled to write, by midnight, that EKT 

wants to marry me only because I have saved her father’s life. This is found in blog post of 

28/04/14, posted next day. Thus, more evidence for my conformity to Kiersten’s and Monkey’s 

profile of me as delusional. Stayed in Starbucks, WSTWD, all night. No collection of damages 

tonight. 

On 8:02 PM, the person with Amazon Kindle from last night (9:26 PM) visited my blog from my 

comment on SDW’s post (11/10/2013), and this time she showed her original IP address: 

108.35.252.228: FIOS, Verizon, Ridgefield, New Jersey. It looks indeed like Liz. 

108.35.252.228 - - [28/Apr/2014:21:02:33 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 74292 

"http://stoporgangstalking.wordpress.com/2013/11/10/loudvehicles-october-2013/" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Linux; U; en-us; KFTHWI Build/JDQ39) AppleWebKit/535.19 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Silk/3.16 Safari/535.19 Silk-Accelerated=true" 

In any case, let’s assume it’s Liz. In any case, this means that the 5:30 PM person and 9:26 PM 

person from last night were closely related, maybe even the same person. At the time I thought 

that she wanted to produce evidence showing that I was stalking her by identifying her through 

her IP address, or that it was her intention to fist hide herself, and then let me identify her, in 

order to frame me for stalking her. 

Then, SDW posted on her Facebook group a short message on 10:20 PM. All night long, 

required to develop the erroneous impression that everyone was trying to help me – like Liz here 

trying to erase my status as a stalking suspect, and SDW letting me know she had come home 
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from the control center. Evidence for my conformity to Kiersten’s and Monkey’s profile of me as 

delusional, but probably also to convince the Panistas that the Republicans were in control and 

were really erasing evidences.   

Now, on 11:11 PM, SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative visited my blogs – while the never ending 

stream of visits to “humandispersal.html” continued all day long: 

184.56.169.16 - - [29/Apr/2014:00:11:50 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 74292 

"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 

like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

184.56.169.16 - - [29/Apr/2014:00:12:10 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/ HTTP/1.1" 200 74329 

"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

This is her only visit for the day. She would not come back until more than 18 hours later. If you 

piece it together with Liz’s visit on 8:02 PM, what kind of picture do you get?  The same thing, 

for a whole morning and afternoon, SDW wished that the police would act on the fact that I had 

practiced shooting 8 days ago and remove my website after hospitalizing me. I was out of the 

Records and Identification just before 5 PM (and left a message with Wes around 4:58 PM; he 

would still not talk to me); perhaps SDW had got word about it from the police. Perhaps the 

word was rather vague. Perhaps she was hoping that the police officers I met in the station would 

hospitalize me instead. In any case, when Liz checked my site from her blog on 8 PM, it was still 

there. SDW waited more. When her Pennsylvanian relative checked it again on 11:11 PM by 

Googling for it, it could still be found on Google searches. SDW must be very frustrated. Why is 

it that, no matter how many complaints she has filed with the police against me, they just 

wouldn’t do anything about it? She apparently didn’t know that she was being used by my 

conspirators to erase Kiersten’s and Angelica’s episodes from last year and being used by the 

Republicans to discredit women victims to law enforcement.   

29 April (Tuesday, sleep deprivation; severe torture) 

Slept between 3 AM and 9 AM. Not enough sleep. Came to Tom N Tom, and wrote down the 

wrong hypotheses regarding the whole “plan” and SDW's circumstances: the CIA has the 

intention of recruiting SDW for the sole mission of marrying a SVR agent as mirror image of 

CIA’s recruitment of oneself for the sole purpose of marrying Ekaterina: this as the only way for 

one to fly out of the dark hole of being a “terrorist suspect”. Secondly: SDW will then become 

the first female president of this country, if only through the fame she shall gather from the 

“Kiersten Affair”. Thirdly, about SDW’s Russian lover and blackmailing to participate in the 

operation. Remotely controlled to develop these delusions in order, again, to conform to 

Kiersten’s and Monkey’s profile of me as delusional, and to convince the Mexicans that I was 

wrong about all this being a sting op, etc.         

4:30 PM, called Wes. Not allowed to even leave a message. Pain arose. Tried to calm down. The 

same desperate feeling of gasping for oxygen in a vacuum. Called his mother. No answer. 

Desperation. Called Dr G, wanted his brother to provide pain killers. UCLA bookstore, 4:45 PM. 
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Saw Sheryl Sandberg's Lean In For Graduates, 2013 – 14. As soon as I wrote down thoughts 

about her – the evil which her ideology preaches – Open Office malfunctions and does not allow 

its exporting to PDF. Mood dampened. Even though there is no damage, it triggers the pain 

caused by Wes’ inaccessibility. Required to commit crimes and cut myself to kill pain. Bought 

drawing papers: The fantasy about EKT yesterday has caused physical pain again, because the 

beauty of the scene is trapped in the mind, recorded in the mind-reading computer, but I myself 

am not allowed to see it in front of me. Have to draw it out in order to see it myself, rather than 

simply letting everyone else see it.   

6 PM, at UCLA library. Outsiders no longer allowed to use the computers. Cannot check my 

website. Went back to downtown to check out Danielle because one wanted to draw again. 9:30 

PM, realized that one might be on the wrong bus. Got off. Then realized the bus could probably 

get near there anyway. Too late. My conspirators’ targeting: simply messing up my cognitive 

function to cause myself to get into frustrating circumstances. My mind has disintegrated. Severe 

pain caused by loneliness, gasping for oxygen in a vacuum, there is just nobody around to talk to. 

Realized then that the cause of physical pain is the loving feeling bottled up inside. There is an 

urgent need to find worthy human beings to love, and yet nobody will ever allow me to love 

him/her. Besides, in American society everybody is my enemy anyway, so that there is not even 

any point in volunteering to find strangers to love. Without an outlet, the loving feeling is eating 

me up, driving me to hatred and criminality. Urgent need to commit crimes to kill pain. Decided 

on PSDN. 10:30 PM, mind has so disintegrated that one got off the Metro on the wrong stop. 

Terrible fatigue due to chronic sleep deprivation and perpetual hunger. (No money to eat.) 

Decided on BRNTWD instead. (2W, 5N, 4B.) Stinging pain on the body all day long. Severe 

headache due to overuse of one’s brain to infer about one’s circumstances in others' lives and to 

think things in English.  

Thus, two causes of chronic, severe physical pain: lack of human beings to love and take care of, 

and the inability to know about one’s circumstances and others’ relationships to oneself.   

SDW posted something on her Facebook Group on 11:24 AM and on 3:02 PM. Meanwhile, her 

Pennsylvania relative visited my blog on 5:33 PM.  

184.56.169.16 - - [29/Apr/2014:18:33:51 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 71867 

"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 

like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

She would not come back until 3 May, on 5 PM. Another suspicious visit occurred on 7:07 PM: 

23.120.193.194, San Diego, 23-120-193-194.lightspeed.sndgca.sbcglobal.net.  

23.120.193.194 - - [29/Apr/2014:20:07:30 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/ 

HTTP/1.1" 200 4336 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

… 

23.120.193.194 - - [29/Apr/2014:20:08:43 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.1" 200 71867 

http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/synthetic-telepathy/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
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6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 

Safari/537.36" 

Since the visit came from San Diego, it’s obviously related to SDW. This is very possibly 

Kiersten’s mother. Compared her information from 20 January: 

 

99-121-248-228.lightspeed.sndgca.sbcglobal.net, "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/32.0.1700.76 Safari/537.36" 

 

There is a match in canonical name, and the user agent is identical. (Save that Kiersten’s mother 

must have updated her Google Chrome.) Then, on 7:31 PM, pool-71-165-195-

225.lsanca.fios.verizon.net, Google, /targeted individuals, iPad, Long Beach.  

 

71.165.195.225 - - [29/Apr/2014:20:31:08 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ 

HTTP/1.1" 200 86617 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0_4 like Mac 

OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11B554a 

Safari/9537.53" 

 

This is obviously either Dr G or someone related to Dr G. (I was not aware that he had an iPad; 

unless it was his wife’s.) SDW’s operations on me today can therefore be reconstructed as 

follows: 

 

SDW was at home all day today. By 5:30 PM, she had her relative check on my website, and, 

again, the same disappointment: the police had never removed it, nor removed it from Google’s 

search index. She therefore had Kiersten’s mother Google for my post on synthetic telepathy on 

7 PM, and instructed her to report to the police saying it was evidence for my delusional state of 

mind. She had already done this many times before, and the police had always ignored it, so that 

it was just another futile effort. Half an hour later, she had Dr G Google for my posts and report 

it to the police again. It was still futile attempts, of course. Police simply ignored these 

complaints. 

 

When Kiersten’s mother reported me to the police for speaking delusional thoughts about 

synthetic telepathy, she of course never bothered to listen to the recording itself. Since SDW had 

used this recording as evidence for my delusional mind many times already, the CIA of course 

submitted this episode to the secret ICJ as further evidence proving that ordinary people, and 

ordinary women in particular, do not understand what “delusion” means, nor do they care to 

understand. They would report me for saying something crazy and delusional, without actually 

bothering to hear what I had said. And since what I had said in the recording on synthetic 

telepathy was simply scientific and engineering facts which everyone in the field knew about, 

CIA’s evidence also demonstrated that ordinary American women were so ignorant and 

uneducated that they consistently mistook reality for delusion, facts for fiction, fiction for facts, 

and delusion for reality. SDW’s “gang-stalking” story was all but imaginary, but she took it to be 

real; my mind-control brain chip story was all but reality, but she took it to be imaginary. Again, 
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evidence for American society as “terra inverta”. The ICJ’s secret evidence would thus show that 

American women’s testimony about victimization could not be trusted, and that, when they 

called somebody “delusional”, they just meant “He’s ugly”. And when they called somebody 

“dangerous”, they were just looking for excuses to remove somebody who was in their way and 

caused them inconvenience. There was no question about “victimization”.    

 

30 April (Wednesday, sleep deprivation, severe torture) 

 

Slept between 4 and 9 AM. Came to Tom N Tom. My conspirators programmed me to want to 

listen to many of MIA’s songs. Apparently evidences to replace past evidences: it was actually 

the French who was programming me to want to listen to MIA’s songs back in January 2010. 

Required to suffer uncomfortable thoughts so as to be unable to concentrate on music. Then 

finally allowed to concentrate on two of MIA’s songs. 

  

Storage. Went to find Danielle, in a good mood. Called Wes and his mother. Again can’t reach 

them and can’t leave messages. It turns out that Danielle has moved out. Neighbors mean and 

ugly, to dampen one’s mood. Again, programmed to suffer SDW’s type of targeting: by 

controlling me to go into unpleasant situations to frustrate myself (controlling me to develop 

goals that can’t be accomplished) while leaving the environment unchanged, so that I would look 

like a bad person as if by nature, rather than in response to external unpleasantness. Came to bus 

stop. Mean bus driver doesn’t allow me to get on bus. Provoked to severe anger over Wes’ 

unavailability. (Again, timing my need to use the bus in order to get me to run into particularly 

unpleasant bus drivers on the road.) Required to want to break things in front of people in order 

to be arrested. Called Dr G in anger. He professed to have no means to reach Wes either, even 

though this is not really believable. Dr G continued to assert that something is wrong inside my 

brain to cause me to want to hurt people and get arrested. (I never said anything about hurting 

people.) It seems that Dr G has already been instructed to always talk to me in a way to confirm 

my conformity to Mr B’s false profile of me. Decided then to drop Dr G from my life. My 

conspirators required that, if I somehow had no friends, it was all due to my own fault – 

whereas, in reality, it’s because I had gradually understood that, due to government 

intervention, everybody was only interested in harming me. Then decided that it’s not a good 

idea to get arrested tonight because it’s almost Weekend (no court sessions in the Weekend). 

Monday is better. Decided to go to RNG tomorrow to practice for that most urgent need in life 

(being dead). Came to Sabor, wrote an email to Derrick to ask about SDW’s business in 

February. He would actually respond, demonstrating that my conception was quite wrong. Drew 

“Ekaterina” (the “fake one”) while listening to MIA. Mood lightened when one has at last 

marked down her face. There seemed to be a surveillance agent nearby. Presumably, the 

Macrospherians wanted the mind-reading computer to record the functioning patterns of my 

brain during artistic expression, in order to not only complete my profile (the “alternative type” 

of brain functioning), but also to make my past history as an artist also part of the terrorist 

conspiracy. Rough draft of drawing once done, realized that being dead is better than drawing, 

since there is still no one to talk to. Thought about Rod. Called him repeatedly but not allowed to 

leave even a message. Went to LB to find him. Can’t locate his apartment. Very upset. Felt like: 

gasping for oxygen in a vacuum. Collected damages. People repeatedly tried to provoke me by 

asking for cigarettes. Some of them really looked like they were acting. Finally broke a bottle 

and got beaten up by two guys. They broke my glasses and threw away my phone while I tried to 
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call 911. This would be a day particularly filled with targeting and frustration. Somehow my 

conspirators needed a day of particularly heavy targeting in order to replace past evidences. 

Besides this, those on the PRI team (like the Homeland Security CO chief) liked to see me 

humiliated and looking even more ugly and disgruntled. (I needed to wear taped glasses from 

now on: my ugliness has to be made part of the current terrorist conspiracy – intentionally 

perpetrated by terrorist conspirators.) All bystanders laughed at me. Cars would not stop to help 

me. Forget about calling the police, since I’m not part of this society. Insurgency warfare is the 

only solution. Thus, 1 W. As usual, I couldn’t fight my aggressors face to face but could only 

break their things behind their back. To home, continually looking at the fake EKT’s picture 

believing that it was really her (rationalizing her as the “savior” out of desperation when it was 

actually all her family’s fault), and writing down: Clearly, someone, DH for example, has 

decided to sacrifice me to reform US (kick women out of the work force to save America) in 

order to allow the US to be able to survive on its own once it is required to stop victimizing other 

nations. Then: want all the informants who have witnessed one’s victimization by Kiersten to be 

brainwashed in order to erase their knowledge of oneself which one is not allowed to possess, 

and which they are somehow allowed to possess.  

 

Around the time I was beaten up, SDW has also made a new posting on her blog. She talks about 

having black eyes from head injuries in the middle of 2012. Her FBI handler, getting instruction 

from my conspirators inside the control center, had instructed her to repost some of her past 

experience which she had already posted before, in order to coincide her past experience with my 

current situation. This, in order to prepare me to develop the delusion that the CIA was deceiving 

her about transferring all her past suffering and targeting onto me while she could go on to 

Russia to obtain her “package” for saving Russia. 

 

Not many suspicious visits today. Strange visits from Peru and Kenya. Massive visits to 

“humandispersal.html” continue. Then a visit from Peru (Lima) to 2013/9/15 post 

(190.42.115.237) on 2:06 PM. Then a visit from New York City to my blog (198.228.201.167; 

Windows NT 6.2, AT&T Wireless) on 7:13 PM. Another visit to /mind-control from Charlotte, 

North Carolina (108.217.46.217) on 9:12 PM. It’s not clear if these visits were even related to 

SDW. Her sister-in-law, Maureen Elizabeth S, lived in New York City, and her brother, Stephen, 

lived in North Carolina at one time. It’s probably related to them. SDW and her family members 

probably spent the day arguing with the police: Why aren’t you guys doing anything given our 

complaints? At the end of the argument, all that SDW had received was another 

incomprehensible instruction from her FBI handler.  

 

My conspirators now began programming me/ deceiving me into “cyberstalking” SDW in 

order to make me conform to Kiersten’s and Angelica’s claims about me as stalking them 

out of obsession. 

 

1 May (Thursday) 

 

Since I was gasping for Wes and he was unavailable, I decided to look for Rod again, this time 

with preparation. Listened to recording of conversation with Rod from October 2011. 4 PM, 

fantasized myself being born an attractive woman to seduce my best friend in order to not suffer 

the pain of gasping for oxygen in a vacuum. This is important, for my conspirators were 
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clandestinely running Macrospherians’ program, which, as you have seen, was to make me into a 

woman in the evidentiary records. 6 PM, arrived in Portfolio. Programmed to forget changing 

batteries for my recorder, so that I would suffer anxiety attack for a moment when I discovered 

my recorder wasn’t turned on. 7 PM, ultimatum to SDW on my blog: Saturday night is the 

deadline for sharing secrets about scandal. I was thinking that, after that, I would have to 

“investigate her”. Wrongly convinced that the CIA was letting SDW know everything about me 

and about the operation, I was increasingly incensed by the injustice that, even though I was the 

victim and the genius, I was not allowed to know anything, while somebody irrelevant and 

mediocre was allowed to know what should happen to me. I didn’t know that my conspirators 

were deceiving me into “cyberstalking” (actually, investigating) her because I needed to 

conform to Kiersten’s false profile of me as a stalker/ cyberstalker, and that it has been 

very hard for them to program me to stalk her; they had had to dismantle layers and layers 

of moral scruples since late April before they can finally cause me to throw away my 

respect for SDW and “stalk” her. 7:30 PM, set out to look for Rod again. This time one has 

searched, and then bought, his address on the Internet (SPOKEO). Found it, but no use. He and 

his wife didn’t seem to be there anymore. Enormous pain from gasping vainly for significant 

human contact, someone to share feelings with. Enormous physical pain also from extreme 

fatigue, due to long hours of walking everyday and year-long sleep deprivation. And hunger too, 

due to lack of money. The Homeland Security CO chief and his PRI thugs liked it this way, to 

see me looking ever more disgusting. (Over-exercise in combination with lack of intake of 

foodstuff has caused me to lose more and more weight, and thus to look ever more effeminate 

and unattractive to women. Again, part of the terrorist conspiracy.) Collected damage in RDND. 

1 W, 9 N, SPC 2, 1 H. Pain also caused frequently by an increasing number of ugly masculine 

figures in my environment and too much English spoken around me. The PRI team is instructed 

to torture me by repeating the same tactics which the Russians have used on me back in 2010 (or 

what I thought the Russians were using on me). Again, also, my conspirators have made sure that 

I continued to suffer SDW’s disease: merely ideas in one’s head (lack of knowledge about the 

scandal; unfair treatment by those whom one loves and has sacrificed for; need to find ways to 

punish them through self-destruction) have caused oneself so much physical pain. By now the 

targeting consists just of deprivation: hunger, lack of sleep, fatigue, impossibility of fulfilling 

expectations which I have been manipulated to develop; ugliness in environment; and extreme 

loneliness. Lingering consequences from last two months’ targeting, rather than targeting itself. I 

would soon have interpreted this as SDW’s operations to unload her past suffering onto me. In 

reality, my conspirators simply needed my brain scan images when I suffered similarly as SDW 

had because, as noted, those images would be very similar to SDW’s and the Macrospherians 

wanted to mix them together. My conspirators have also continually signaled to me today that I 

am about to be arrested. 

 

Meanwhile, the suspicious visits from today included: 

 

11:38 AM, 70.197.75.156, 156-sub-70-197-75.myvzw.com, Verizon Wireless, Los Angeles.  

 

70.197.75.156 - - [01/May/2014:12:38:20 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68205 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.4.2; SM-G900V 

Build/KOT49H) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.114 Mobile 

Safari/537.36" 
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Then, 2:42 PM, 23.242.244.91, cpe-23-242-244-91.socal.res.rr.com, Los Angeles.  

23.242.244.91 - - [01/May/2014:15:42:23 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68205 

"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=18&ved=0CGYQFjAH

OAo&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-

stalking%2F&ei=oL5iU9nIIsrzoAT_0IGIAw&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1r

Aow&sig2=ltkRXoFT0LvWj7wvlSTcQ&bvm=bv.65636070,d.cGU&cad=rja" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

From 4:45 PM onward, my blog /gang-stalking began being called up from Kiersten’s (or 

SDW’s) Secret Facebook page: 

173.252.120.113 - - [01/May/2014:17:45:25 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68205 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 

173.252.112.116 - - [01/May/2014:17:50:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking HTTP/1.1" 

301 401 "-" "facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)" 

Immediately, somebody on SDW’s team arrived; the person was from Lakewood, California. 

76.171.115.41 - - [01/May/2014:17:50:42 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68205 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 

Gecko Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36 OPR/20.0.1387.91" 

On 6:40 PM, the person came again. 

76.171.115.41 - - [01/May/2014:19:40:08 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68205 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 

Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36 OPR/20.0.1387.91" 

Then, around 11 PM, somebody in Stockton checked out my postings on SDW.  

50.8.216.32 - - [02/May/2014:00:00:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68110 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

….. 

50.8.216.32 - - [02/May/2014:00:43:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/20/a-summary-of-targeting-

government-operation-march-and-april-2014/ HTTP/1.1" 200 29519 

http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 

rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

….. 

50.8.216.32 - - [02/May/2014:00:43:56 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/21/targeting-20-april-2014/ 

HTTP/1.1" 200 6001 http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/04/20/a-summary-
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oftargeting-government-operation-march-and-april-2014/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 

rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

50.8.216.32 - - [02/May/2014:00:51:05 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/11/severe-targeting-mind-

control-torture-throughartificially-created-obsession-and-gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 11649 

http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 

rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

…. 

50.8.216.32 - - [02/May/2014:00:51:07 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/12/the-purpose-of-the-

preceding-mind-controltorture-reveals-itself/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5887 

"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2014/03/11/severetargeting-mind-control-torture-

through-artificially-createdobsession-and-gang-stalking/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 

rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

50.8.216.32 - - [02/May/2014:01:07:17 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/05/ HTTP/1.1" 200 28269 

http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; 

rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

50.8.216.32 - - [02/May/2014:01:09:02 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/06/ HTTP/1.1" 200 29625 

"http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/blogs/2012/05/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:28.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

50.8.216.32 - - [02/May/2014:01:19:58 -0600] "GET 

/karins_meetup_2bg2/karin%27s_meetup_2bg2d.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 959742 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&cad=rja&uact=8&ved

=0CE0QFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fkarins_meetup_2bg2%2

Fkarin%27s_meetup_2bg2d.pdf&ei=EUdjU9KqG4X_oQTC4oKgBA&usg=AFQjCNGRwzrLB

ZEFwR78ZXJyxBRYYy7kHw&sig2=wL7cSD9OenZdCOtJfdKyow&bvm=bv.65636070,d.cG

U "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

The canonical name is: 50-8-216-32.sfo.clearwire.wmx.net (Clear Wireless). As you can see, on 

11:43 PM, he looked at my (wrong) summary of the operations with SDW, and then began 

searching for my 2012 postings on Angelica. Finally, on 12:19 AM, he looked at Karin’s 

Meetups, “Faulty surveillance” (through a Google search). This person looks like Angelica’s 

relative in Stockton. This means that the earlier two persons (11:30 PM and 2:40 PM) were 

probably just Veronica.  

Now, no more visits to “humandispersal.html” after 4:40 PM, and SDW had no new posting on 

her Facebook Group. But, a little after midnight, she posted something there. Also, past 1 AM, 

the Lakewood person came again: 

76.171.115.41 - - [02/May/2014:02:43:35 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68148 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 

Gecko) Chrome/33.0.1750.154 Safari/537.36 OPR/20.0.1387.91"  
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So we can safely assume this. On 11:30 AM or so, and then on 2:40 PM or so, SDW instructed 

somebody from the Secret Facebook Group to check to see if the police had, per chance, 

removed my blog from Google search results. (Probably Veronica.) No. Thus, because the police 

(and Google) had so far ignored all her complaints, SDW began envisaging new ways to 

complain about my website and blog in order to cause it to be removed. And so, on 4:45 PM, she 

linked all my blog posts about her and about gang stalking (/gang-stalking) onto Kiersten’s 

Secret Facebook Group. Helping her doing this was another person of the team, located in 

Lakewood. The Lakewood person looked at the postings five minutes after the series was linked, 

and then looked at them again on 6:40 PM. The discussion about how to complain about my blog 

must have continued into the night among SDW, Angelica/ Veronica, and some others in 

Kiersten’s group. By 11 PM, Angelica’s Stockton relative was called in to help. He was trying to 

think of a way to complain about my website when he looked through my writings on SDW, 

Angelica, and Karin. It’s not clear if Karin was still involved in all this enterprise – after she got 

kicked out of CIA’s protection. Meanwhile, SDW posted something on her Facebook Group, and 

then invited the Lakewood person to look at my postings on gang-stalking again a little past 1:40 

AM. There was just nothing to go on, though. SDW had been complaining about my website and 

blog for a whole month by now, achieving absolutely nothing. However, within two days, she 

would have something to go on because I would then be misled by my conspirators to begin 

gathering her information online. SDW would then be quite excited – but only to be disappointed 

at the end of this “second round”: nothing would happen at all. 

SDW’s problem, as you can see, is that she had never understood that she was being set up by 

her government to waste her time complaining in vain to the police about my website. As we 

have noted, she was being set up to complain for two purposes: (1) to educate law enforcement 

that women victims’ testimonies cannot be trusted: they rarely knew what they were talking 

about (Republicans’ War on Women); (2) to produce/ replace/ erase evidences (for both the 

current ICJ trial about the Syrian scandal and the previous ICJ trial about me). To conclude, we 

can see that SDW was basically helping my conspirators erase Angelica’s and Kiersten’s 

episodes with me and arrest records (by repeating their actions toward me while achieving 

absolutely no results) on the apparent level of reality (the reality accessible to the Mexicans), and 

that she was, in regard to the previous ICJ trial, producing the brain scan images which the 

Macrospherians had wanted as evidences. At this juncture we may expand on our earlier 

explication of the mystery of SDW’s targeting and unveil the meaning of her “being a bridge 

between me and Angelica”. We have noted that the Macrospherians have allowed her to be 

“targeted” (“gang-stalked”) because her brain’s functioning patterns during episodes of paranoia 

were similar to mine during similar episodes. Currently, she was being set up to repeat 

Angelica’s (and Kiersten’s) actions toward me because, now, the functional patterns which her 

brain produced while going after me were very similar to Angelica’s when she was going after 

me. You thus see the point: at these moments, when you mix up her brain scan images with 

Angelica’s without labeling them to indicate which belong to whom, people would not quite be 

able to tell that these brain scan images belong to two different women, Angelica and SDW. The 

Macrospherians will then present these brain scan images to the ICJ as evidences demonstrating 

that SDW’s brain scan images and Angelica’s brain scan images in fact belong to the same 
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person – the terrorist suspect in the previous ICJ trial. You can now see the point: the CIA and 

the SVR had originally, in 2012, selected SDW for targeting because she can serve as an 

intermediary between me and Angelica. Namely, if you mix my brain scan images with 

Angelica’s, people will be able to tell that these images belong to two different persons – 

because my brain and Angelica’s brain work very differently. However, SDW’s brain sometimes 

functions like mine (because we share the same template in brain functioning: the “alternative”, 

“artist” type mentioned earlier) and sometimes functions like Angelica’s (e.g. because they are 

both women and because she has also been infected with “white female fear-mongering”, that 

American thing, etc.). If you then mix my brain scan images, SDW’s, and Angelica’s all 

together, all these images will actually look like they belong to a single person since they now at 

last form a continuum – thanks to SDW’s “intermediary forms”. This is why the CIA needed 

SDW to repeat both my experience of being targeted and then Angelica’s experience of targeting 

me. To sum up, the Macrospherians’ plan is probably to fabricate some story about a terrorist 

suspect using the continuum of brain scan images that are derived from me, SDW, and Angelica 

(and in which Kiersten’s and Dr P’s might also be mixed) as supporting evidences – and then pin 

the story onto Angelica’s person. This is how they are going to transfer my terrorist suspect 

status onto Angelica.            

You cannot of course expect an ordinary woman like SDW to understand all this. She will 

therefore spend another month trying to convince the police to remove my website, only to see 

no result at all. She cannot understand that she is being exploited. Presumably, when she begins 

asking the FBI to fulfill the promise of revealing the secrets of her gang-stalking experience to 

her, the FBI will simply refer her to my blog – because they know she cannot possibly 

understand the real reasons and will only be angered when the reasons given her contradict her 

own notions: namely, somehow the “perp entity” has zeroed in on her family, and on her, and 

decided to drive them to insanity and violence with actors and provocateurs – because they hate 

her or because she carries some special genes which the “master perps” (like Freemasons and so 

on) want eliminated from humanity. She can only feel insulted by the real reason – that a faction 

in the government has targeted her because it is her brain which is special – her brain can 

produce these colorful patterns such as under fMRI scanning which are just the right ones to 

support the government faction’s fabricated story in the ICJ and which other people’s brain can’t 

produce. You can try to imagine her situation of denial by imagining this analogy.  

In 1998 when this toy thing “furball” was quite popular among American children, the Humane 

Society suddenly got NBC to broadcast the videos from their special investigation. It turned out 

that the “furs” on these toys came from some inhumane fur-traders in China, who captured street 

cats and then strangled them to death one by one, in front of other cats, in order to skin them. If 

one of those cats, upon seeing her companions being strangled to death, tries to theorize why 

human beings kill them, presumably she would also come up with the theory that human beings 

hate cats, see cats as threats, and want to exterminate them all: genocide. If you tell the cat the 

real reason – these human beings kill them because they want to strip their furs off them, and 

that’s because, when they paste their furs onto some toys, they can ship the toys off to America 

where children really like them, and where parents pay big money – she will not understand it. 

She will not even like the real reason, because, as I have said, it’s therapy for the victim to 
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suppose that the victimizers have harmful intentions; it’s therapy for the cat if human beings kill 

cats because they have this evil intention of exterminating them. The cat will not like the reality 

that these human beings actually couldn’t have cared less if cats exist or do not exist. They kill 

cats because they want their furs, which can bring in money.   

World: Putin spoke with Merkel on the phone.  

2 May (Friday, sleep deprivation; break from torture) 

My conspirators allowed me only 3 or 4 hours of sleep. Woke up with the same pain of gasping 

for oxygen in a vacuum: called Wes, and yet can never reach him, gasping for him. Have been 

calling him and his Mom every single day several times a day, and yet, no sound has ever 

emanated from them. Wrote another email to him on 12:28 PM, using my new (wrong) theory 

about him (Macrospherians wanted to make him the president of the United States) to lure him. 

He would never respond. So desperate that suddenly decided to ride the bus to Santa Ana to find 

his parents. Looked up his parents’ address on the Internet. Three hour bus ride. While on the bus 

to Disneyland, got to sit next to a pretty AWF. For a while a Hispanic guy occupied her (hit on 

her), but when he was gone, got to chat with her throughout the rest of the bus ride (since she 

was doing needle work). There was a surveillance agent sitting in front of us, it seems, perhaps to 

allow law enforcement to study carefully my interaction with women. It turned out that the girl 

was very provincial, a “country girl”, and so boring. Methodist. Chef. Nevertheless, her feminine 

softness was able to temporarily distract oneself from pain. When we parted, however, pain 

returned. While approaching Santa Ana, became increasingly skeptical as to whether the control 

center would allow me to see Wes’ Mom at all. That’s when one realized that pretty women are 

just like cigarettes; talking to them can kill about 15 percent of the pain, but can never take the 

pain completely away. Only Wes can. When arriving at Wes’ parents’ home, however, what a 

miracle! Wes’ mother was home. Chatted with her for merely ten minutes, and pain was all gone. 

Practically euphoric for the rest of the day. Went to King King 11 PM for good music. No 

collection tonight, nor any cutting.      

The delusions I had developed for today’s episode is: The provincial AWF made me think that 

this kind of simple girl who worked very little, etc., was the model woman which Republicans 

wanted to promote. My later delusion was also that the surveillance agent sitting in front of me 

was to allow SDW to watch me closely, so that she would be utterly disgusted by my 

extraordinary caution and respectfulness toward this AWF. And then that, after I was gone from 

Wes’ mom’s home, SDW would instruct her to report me to law enforcement as harassing her, in 

order to confirm Buenrostro’s/ Kiersten’s false profile of me (perpetual harassment of the good 

people around me; antisocial, public nuisance). 

While I was on my delusional trip, SDW of course continued her actions against me. The first 

person from her team came to my postings on SDW on 6 AM: Opera Mini person (Europe), 

/gang-stalking. Then, on 6:14 AM, the series on SDW (/gang-stalking) was called up on the 

Secret Facebook page: 184.2.120.72, Windows NT 6.0, ks-184-2-120-72.dhcp.embarqhsd.net, 

Century Link, Bucyrus, Kansas.  
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184.2.120.72 - - [02/May/2014:07:14:59 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68192 

"http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Fta

g%2Fgang-

stalking%2F&h=uAQGkg1hB&enc=AZMYRyaV6DLC3GO8ElCPuKCMSToj8KFQHfTEp1gZ

xX1tFvUJuKL5F3jteTE0ys0CXlAQiZTpIs4LmgVSW4B3NmcTbLuSmXwsNwQpHvmGk9O

M_2HaKBDeRGsBsf5PlfbXgJI&s=1" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.0; rv:28.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

This Kansas person would not come again in this month. Then, on 9:24 AM, the series /gang-

stalking again called up on the Secret Facebook page: 108.78.177.76, Saint Louis, Missouri, 

adsl-108-78-177-76.dsl.stl2mo.sbcglobal.net. 

108.78.177.76 - - [02/May/2014:10:24:26 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68192 "https://m.facebook.com" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11D201 

[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/9.0.0.25.31;FBBV/2102024;FBDV/iPhone5,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPho

ne OS;FBSV/7.1.1;FBSS/2; FBCR/Verizon;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5]" 

This is probably some friend of David Zimmer. He also came only this one time within this 

whole month. On 12:30 PM, it was the Opera Mini guy again, looking at /gang-stalking.  

12:30 PM, and then 1:31 PM, this person with a very particular computer: 99.178.129.121: 

99.178.129.121 - - [02/May/2014:13:30:43 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68192 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS x86_64 5712.41.0) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.82 Safari/537.36" 

….. 

99.178.129.121 - - [02/May/2014:14:31:14 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68192 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; CrOS x86_64 5712.41.0) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/35.0.1916.82 Safari/537.36" 

Amazingly, this IP address, on tracing on 16 August, was traced to San Diego: 99-178-129-

121.lightspeed.sndgca.sbcglobal.net. This person’s Operating System was the X Windows 

System; it’s such a rare item that you can almost be certain that this was a friend or associate of 

the Linux User Group people. Nobody outside the tiny circle of these computer Geeks could 

possibly be using this. (See more about the X Windows System here: 

http://www.linfo.org/x.html; and on the X.org Foundation here: http://www.x.org/wiki/.) 

Somebody in the LUG probably had an associate in San Diego, close to SDW, and so had 

introduced him to her. SDW had probably even met the guy in person, and had invited him to 

join Kiersten’s Secret Facebook Group. Now I began talking to the AWF on the bus from 2:09 

PM onward. (See: “todisneyawfwesmom_5_2_14_1247-651PM.MP3”.) I got off the bus around 

3:25 PM or so. I reached Wes’ parents’ home around 4:25 PM or so (3:33:00).  

http://www.linfo.org/x.html
http://www.x.org/wiki/
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There were no suspicious visits during my adventures in Disneyland and Santa Ana. The next 

suspicious visitor came on 6:45 PM, when I was already going home. The IP address, 

75.156.162.242, was traced to Calgary, Alberta, d75-156-162-242.abhsia.telus.net, and so it was 

somebody who had joined Kiersten’s Group since October last year.   

75.156.162.242 - - [02/May/2014:19:45:45 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68135 "http://www.google.ca/search?hl=en&ie=UTF-8&q=Gang+stalking+debate+2014" 

"Mozilla/5.0 (PlayBook; U; RIM Tablet OS 2.1.0; en-US) AppleWebKit/536.2+ (KHTML, like 

Gecko) Version/7.2.1.0 Safari/536.2+" 

On 7:28 PM, another visit from SDW’s team: 96.233.147.173, which, on tracing on 16 August, 

yields: pool-96-233-147-173.prvdri.fios.verizon.net, West Warwick, Rhode Island.   

96.233.147.173 - - [02/May/2014:20:28:31 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ 

HTTP/1.1" 200 78376 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

This is probably somebody related to Anne M (S) Doughty, one of SDW’s many sisters, who 

died last year in Exeter, Rhode Island. Anne’s husband, Paul Doughty, was presumably still 

living in Exeter, just five miles south of West Warwick. It might just be he. (SDW’s other sister, 

Betsy Reid, has also at one time been located in Rhode Island.) On 9:48 PM, the most suspicious 

person came: 108.83.189.197, which, on tracing on 16 August, yielded: 108-83-189-

197.lightspeed.frokca.sbcglobal.net, Yuba City, California (about 40 miles north of Sacramento).  

108.83.189.197 - - [02/May/2014:22:48:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68192 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53" 

This person will come again on 28 May. It’s probably Jim S, some relative of SDW’s, who was 

currently living in Cool, California, about 40 miles northeast of Sacramento, and who was 

originally from Indiana.     

SDW’s operations on me today can thus be reconstructed as follows. SDW had posted my series 

on her and gang-stalking on the Secret Facebook page since yesterday. Other members began 

discovering it this morning, the Opera Mini person in Europe and the Kansas person. Then, the 

possible friend of David Zimmer discovered it on 9:24 AM. SDW was then in discussion again 

with Kiersten’s group members about how to remove these posts on her. The Opera Mini person 

looked at it again on 12:30 PM, while, at the same time, LUG’s friend in San Diego was also 

prompted to look at it. They were probably discussing the problem through Facebook chat with 

SDW at the same time. The chat lasted for a long time, and, on 1:31 PM, the San Diego X 11 

person looked at the postings one more time. I had, at that time, just looked up Wes’ parents’ 

address online. Would law enforcement inform SDW about it? Even though, given Chaya’s 

warning, I was again “cyberstalking”, it was just ridiculous to consider my action “stalking”: I 

had known Wes for 17 years. While SDW and her members were trying to figure out how to 

further complain about my blog posts to the police, law enforcement (the Threat Management 

Unit) was guided by their government trainer (a CIA officer?) to carefully study me interacting 
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with a woman on the bus. The “trainer” would explain to law enforcement that the caution and 

respect which I displayed toward the white female demonstrated that there was more substance 

inside me than SDW’s portrayal of me in accordance with Kiersten’s profile of me would have 

them believe. Thus, once again, the government was educating law enforcement and discrediting 

SDW. SDW’s complaint would continue to be ignored as not reflecting reality. It might be that 

law enforcement had informed SDW that they would be deliberating her request between 2 and 5 

PM, which is why she didn’t send anybody to visit my blog. It’s not clear whether law 

enforcement would let her access their surveillance on me. By 6:45 PM, SDW instructed another 

member (in Calgary) to check on my blog, only to discover that, once again, the police had 

decided not to take action and remove my blog from Google search list. Incensed, SDW 

communicated the matter to more of her family members. Her brother-in-law, Paul, upon hearing 

about the matter, checked to see what the fuss was about, on 7:28 PM. Then SDW talked about 

her trouble with Jim in Northern California, who looked into the matter on 9:48 PM. Just another 

day of frustration.   

3 May (Saturday, severe torture; “cyberstalking” began; C) 

Slept between 6 and 11:45 AM. To Tom N Tom. My conspirators were so kind as to provide me 

with a break yesterday, but today they will hurt me severely. Severe pain attack. Seizure. Pain so 

severe that I was shaking and unable to do my computer work. Pain magnified by the realization 

that I have been unable to take care of myself due to severe chronic pain everyday, since I spend 

my entire day, day after day, merely trying to kill pain. Again, pain due to inability to reach Wes. 

Severe chronic emptiness, feeling of being imprisoned and unable to access the external world. 

Basically, ever since SDW has posted on her blog something about Borderline Personality 

Disorder on 17 April, I would have to suffer, through programming by the computer in the 

control center, that chronic inner emptiness which is the essence of BPD, and which causes me, 

or BPD sufferers in general, to constantly seek excitement and other people to kill pain. Required 

to collect more damages tonight and to do more cutting, even though these also are not effective 

ways to kill pain.  

Even though there are two meetups for me today (French conversation club and Science in LA), 

going there, just like talking to the pretty AWF yesterday, is no effective way to kill pain at all. 

Rod has somehow responded to me. But he said in his email that he would not meet with me 

until the end of the month, seemingly trying to provoke me to extreme hopelessness. More 

evidence that I am perpetually suicidal, in conformity to Kiersten’s false profile of me. Left two 

messages with Wes as usual to beg him to talk to me – it’s amazing that his answering machine 

would stay on today – and wrote another email to Rod to beg him to meet me earlier. He would 

never respond.  

Between 1 and 2 PM, the severe pain caused by control center’s deprivation has caused me to 

develop more delusions about SDW. I developed the delusions that her Russian lover has 

abandoned her and that we are therefore in positions to help each other. Such delusion must 

further convinced the Panistas that they need not pay attention to my words and my scenarios. 

Then thought, half-erroneously, that: (1) she has acquired a watered down version of “savior of 

Russia” and (2) thanks to past two months of my obsessing over her, she now hates Asians.  
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On my way to French meetup in PSDN. 3 PM. Thought that this was authority’s agenda: if only 

all the people in the world were like me, we’ll all be living in a paradise, there would never be 

any problems in the world. But the fact that I’m like a little girl (Borderline Personality Disorder) 

is a hindrance to my being able to contribute anything to this world (preventing others from 

perceiving my virtues). And this is precisely what the Mexicans want, especially Homeland 

Security CO chief: to make me look so disgusting that my positive values (intelligence, etc.) 

may be dragged down the water with me.  

The French meetup turned out to be lousy. The Hispanic woman who I thought to be Veronica’s 

PI was there for the second time and she occupied the Chinese woman for a long time, depriving 

me of my only comfort there. Pain. Returning to Café MK to attend Science in LA. There were 

only the organizer and another weirdo. Nobody else showed up, certainly not my favorite 

Chinese girl. SDW’s manner of targeting: remotely controlling me to develop expectations that 

are calculated to be unfulfillable. Left the meetup. By 6 PM, realized that the enormous pain this 

noon from feeling empty and gasping for my best friend was actually programmed by the 

computer in the control center. It’s just like the chip-induced physical pain from before. 

Went home. Cutting, four times to obtain one medium cut. Called Wes one last time past 7 PM. 

Not allowed to leave a message. Napped between 7 and 9 PM. Woke up to find Shoji and four of 

his Japanese friends in the kitchen. Chatted a little, realized just how normal things are, how little 

my environment has changed, and yet how much emptier I felt inside in comparison to before, 

and how nothing matters except for Wes. Hated SDW for her disgust of me and lack of sympathy 

for me. (At last, my conspirators have succeeded in getting me to hate her in order to lure me to 

“cyberstalk” her.) 10:30 PM, began searching for SDW’s address history online. It’s the 

deadline. SDW has been waiting for me to do this. Then went out, collected damages. All along 

kept thinking how much I hate Americans, and how much I love Russia. But there is just no 

avenue to Russia in the middle of Los Angeles which I can find by myself. 

Now on this important day, suspicious visits to my website (SDW’s operations on me) include:    

166.137.210.17, gang-stalking, 10:27 AM, Garden Grove/ Los Angeles: mobile-166-137-210-

017.mycingular.net.  

166.137.210.17 - - [03/May/2014:11:27:21 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68135 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_1_3 like Mac 

OS X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25" 

This person would come only this one time in this month. Certainly, as part of her regular routine 

by now, SDW instructed somebody near me, around 10:30 AM, to check the status of my 

website. Per chance, she thought, the police would have acted upon her request and ordered 

Google to remove my website from its search results. The people in my city were probably those 

who knew the people I knew, so that their complaint about me to the police counted more. On 

12:15 PM, another person in SDW’s team came to my blog (2014/04/14), cpe-58-160-52-

133.home31.cht.bigpond.net.au, Kenthurst, Australia, near Sydney: 
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58.160.52.133 - - [03/May/2014:13:15:14 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/04/14/last-word-on-my-

past-two-month-targeting-andgang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5784 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 

NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0" 

This new member will also come only this one time. It’s probably somebody related to Aamoy, 

who was from Australia, if you recall. Then, a strange visit on 12:34 PM from Athens, Greece, 

athedsl-406507.home.otenet.gr: 

79.131.139.233 - - [03/May/2014:13:34:54 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch6d222.html HTTP/1.1" 200 

29197 

"http://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=96&cad=rja&uact=8&ved

=0CF4QFjAFOFo&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2F1%2Fthermhch6d2

22.html&ei=tERlU5jQHbOX0AWFh4HQCA&usg=AFQjCNEvT6MAN0W0ugBm4Nuw1m2-

tNJfvg&sig2=KBrT2d2KAiW6ebqEq2Lxlg&bvm=bv.65788261,d.ZGU" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0" 

This visit was suspicious because, on 9:09 PM, this webpage on evolutionary biology would be 

called up on some Facebook page. Somebody in Kiersten’s group had recommended somebody 

in Greece to join the Secret Society against me. The person was probably indexing my writings 

on evolutionary biology as evidence for my delusional and mentally retarded mind. Then, on 

5:08 PM and 5:17 PM, it was SDW’s Pennsylvanian relative. This time she used Bing search, 

and her Windows system was somehow updated to Windows NT 6.2. 

184.56.169.16 - - [03/May/2014:18:08:38 -0600] "GET /blogs/ HTTP/1.0" 200 189833 

"http://www.bing.com/search?q=lawrence+chin+blog&form=IE10TR&src=IE10TR&pc=DCJB" 

"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)" 

184.56.169.16 - - [03/May/2014:18:17:01 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/nanochip/ HTTP/1.0" 200 

21044 

"http://www.bing.com/search?q=lawrence+chin+blog&form=IE10TR&src=IE10TR&pc=DCJB" 

"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0)" 

She would visit no more in May. She would not be seen again until 16 June. The strange thing 

was that, on 24 June, her Windows system would revert to the original Windows NT 6.0 

(Windows 7): "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.0; Trident/5.0)", although 

she would continue to use Internet Explorer instead of Google Chrome. I don’t know why this is 

the case; somehow, between 3 May and 23 June, she decided to use a different computer in her 

house. Now she was using Bing today to verify the status of my blog probably in order to gauge 

the extent of my “threat” to SDW (to see if, on other search engines than Google, my blog can be 

as easily found). The existence of my postings on SDW must have terribly gnawed at her just as 

my posts on Angelica had so bothered her. Now, another suspicious visit came on 5:57 PM from 

Prague:   

217.195.172.46 - - [03/May/2014:18:57:01 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/03/the-strangest-mind-

control-torture-attack-onself-esteem-or-self-concept/ HTTP/1.1" 200 15152 
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"https://www.google.cz/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 

Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

Perhaps SDW was also bothered by the fact that my blog posts on her might be seen by 

Europeans as well, and so asked a European member of Kiersten’s group to check on the matter. 

Then, another suspicious visit from Winnipeg, Canada (MTS Allstream), on 6:01 PM: 

207.161.144.126 - - [03/May/2014:19:01:29 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/23/i-am-indeed-

insane/ HTTP/1.1" 200 6585 

"http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=16&ved=0CEQQ

FjAFOAo&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2014%2F03%2F2

3%2Fi-amindeed-

insane%2F&ei=XpFlU76lBM2HyATyy4HgCA&usg=AFQjCNGHDO7l3d1pChbxHl2HZ4-

02DfbbQ&sig2=g84LlkLmqMTMUM6MFGaGbg" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; 

Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; MAARJS)" 

Just more reporting of the insanity expressed on my blog, presumably. Then another suspicious 

visit on 6:40 PM, Cricket Communication, El Monte (east Los Angeles):  

69.171.187.25 - - [03/May/2014:19:40:10 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/07/08/how-darpa-mind-

reading-technology-workscivilian-researches-which-duplicate-darpa-researches/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

17558 "http://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; SCH-R740C 

Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

More reporting by SDW’s team that I was delusional, presumably. After checking up the status 

of my blog (its continual existence) SDW was presumably amassing more evidence for my 

delusional state of mind from more recruits. The more people reported me as insane, the stronger 

her case. On 6:45 PM, suspicious visit (98.116.75.104; FiOS Verizon) from New Hyde Park, 

NY.  

98.116.75.104 - - [03/May/2014:19:45:08 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68192 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 7_0 like Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11A465 Safari/9537.53" 

Now SDW had some relatives living in New York (New Hyde Park was east of Queens on Long 

Island). Her sister-in-law, Maureen Elizabeth S, lived in New York City, and her sister, Kathleen 

S Lill, lived in Nassau, New York. This visitor was presumably related to her sister or sister-in-

law. Since this person would not be seen again in the coming three months, SDW was 

presumably recruiting more of her family members to visit my blog posts on her and to report to 

police that, even though I didn’t name her on my blog, people could still identify her, which thus 

constituted harassment. On 8:14 PM, a visit would come to my posting on the Chinese movie Liu 

Rushi from New York Medical College. The visit was so unusual that it was clearly orchestrated. 

Since two of her sisters were nurses, SDW was presumably asking more friends of her sisters to 

visit my blog and report its inappropriate content to the police. (Not clear what she reported the 

Chinese movie as.) On 11:15 PM (45 minutes after my search on SDW) came the most 
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suspicious visit, 76.14.42.163, from San Francisco, Wave Broadband, Google search term: “Join 

Valentine Lahey”.  

76.14.42.163 - - [04/May/2014:00:15:02 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/10/24/four-women-try-to-

knock-down-my-websitepart-10-angelicas-and-homeland-securitys-operation-onme-101513-

101813/ HTTP/1.1" 200 11492 

"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=john%20valentine%20lahey&source=web&cd=2&v

ed=0CCcQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2013%2F1

0%2F24%2Ffour-women-try-to-knock-down-my-websitepart-10-angelicas-and-homeland-

securitys-operation-onme-101513-

101813%2F&ei=s9plU7XyFMLioASi4YHADQ&usg=AFQjCNHSGkB0Y2RUCpTSgS26JUyk

yNmJw&sig2=CGUvRvAt7TO2FyJ78okezw&bvm=bv.65788261,d.cGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 

U; Android 4.0.3; en-us; MID7048 Build/IML74K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Version/4.0 Safari/534.30" 

SDW had evidently asked Valentine to find a friend to visit my blog and report it to the police 

saying I was a habitual harasser by slandering a large number of people on my blog. Again, the 

more people complained about my blog, the better. On 11:42 PM, SDW posted on FB Group. 

Then, on 12:22 AM, somebody at the UCLA Residence came to my blog. Somebody in the 

LUG.  

164.67.65.240 - - [04/May/2014:01:22:03 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 9317 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 

(X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.132 

Safari/537.36" 

164.67.65.240 - - [04/May/2014:01:22:07 -0600] "GET /blogs HTTP/1.1" 301 568 

"http://lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/537.36 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.132 Safari/537.36" 

By this time I had already “cyberstalked” SDW, but it’s not clear whether the police had notified 

her immediately or tomorrow morning. Evidently, SDW was also asking some LUG member to 

help her by reporting to the police that I was harassing the LUG members by slandering them on 

my blog. It should also be noted that Aamoy changed his cover photo on his Facebook page 

today. He will soon start working at the UCLA Electron Losses and Field Investigation.   

4 May (Sunday; C) 

To UCLA Hospital. Seen by Dr Wesley G, hmm. What a coincidence. Again, my conspirators 

were programming me to run into coincidences in order to cause me to develop delusional 

(incorrect) thoughts about the evidentiary process. At least the Homeland Security CO chief was 

enjoying immensely the process. Got nothing at the hospital, not even a referral. Came out of 

UCLA Hospital, 7 AM. Home. Slept for two hours. Even dreaming about chatting with pretty 

girls and guys. Whenever opening eyes, however, disappointed that it was all a dream. Again, 

my conspirators were programming my dream process in order to cause me to dream the right 

dream which can be used to replace past evidence. Woke up 10:30 AM, went to St Sophia. 

Incredibly, saw a perfect looking WF. Just like Goddess Athena in one’s drawings. Eye sockets, 
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pyramid nose, dark hair, wide hips. Have been attempting to draw this woman/ Goddess since 

time immemorial, and now she has actually appeared in front of me. It was just the control center 

which had programmed this since a long time ago. (Presumably, it was not very difficult, since 

many women look like that, so that the computer only had to slightly modify the structure of my 

attention to cause me to experience a “miracle”.) Walked behind her and asked her questions 

(52:00 in the recording). VLT. She is indeed Greek, speaks Greek, and even has heavy Greek 

accent when speaking English. She doesn’t want to be bothered by me, however. Diamond ring 

on her finger (left hand). Then chatted with Sophia’s family, also Greek. Thought that she was 

repetition of Sophia from Assumption church in the evidentiary record. (Programmed delusional 

belief needed for the evidentiary process.) But my conspirators had just collected another piece 

of evidence for my delusional state of mind – constantly identifying coincidences as meaning 

something for the replacement of evidences, while the secret court indeed depended on my 

delusions to continue.   

Home, napped, Café MK. 10 PM. Wanted to add a link to Stimme Russlands to my external link 

page. Internet connection cut off when I attempted to connect to File Manager, even though 

connection to every other page was working. Certainly, the loss of connection had “natural” 

explanations, but I was programmed to want to add links just when connections would break 

down so that I may interpret it as “control center not allowing it”. Mood dampened, stomach 

hurt. Required to collect damages. Then, on 11:56 PM, a strange visit to my website, Google 

Webcache, representation440.html, 5.54.213.206, ppp005054213206.access.hol.gr, Firefox (so 

that equations on that page would not display properly). Greece: right after meeting VLT? And 

after my own visit to my web gallery, 11:28 PM. The control center was just programming me, 

my environment, and the Google search engine synchronically in order to produce visits to my 

website that were coincidental to my circumstances, so as to cause me to develop false belief 

about VLT (that she too had joined SDW’s Secret Facebook Group), and about SDW’s arrest for 

falsely reporting me. More evidence for my delusional state of mind. In fact, SDW’s team’s 

visits to my website probably included:  

10:28 AM, 71.33.75.86, Tucson, Arizona, 71-33-75-86.tcso.qwest.net, Century Link.  

71.33.75.86 - - [04/May/2014:11:28:36 -0600] "GET 

/correlate_revised_no_summary_126/correlate_revised_no_summary%20126_(secure).pdf 

HTTP/1.1" 200 65145 http://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 4.3; SM-N900V 

Build/JSS15J) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.114 Mobile 

Safari/537.36" 

This should be SDW’s family member. One of SDW’s aunts, Teresa Catherine S, seemed to be 

living in Tucson, Arizona. Not exactly sure. This might be she. However, Dr P’s husband, David, 

also had an old address listed in Tucson. It could be his family member back at the state where 

he was originally from. Then, on 12:17 PM, 24.119.86.54, Google, gang-stalking, Miami, 

Oklahoma, 24-119-86-54.cpe.cableone.net.  

24.119.86.54 - - [04/May/2014:13:17:55 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68135 "http://www.google.com/search?q=gang+stalking&client=ms-androidsprint-
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us&hl=en&gl=us&source=android-browser-

type&ei=LJJmU8_mEOqb8AGCy4C4DA&start=70&sa=N&biw=320&bih=455" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Linux; U; Android 2.3.3; en-us; LS670 Build/GRI40) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like 

Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1" 

SDW’s online friend Tammy Franz lived in Tuttle, Oklahoma, which was within 100 miles of 

Miami, Oklahoma, so presumably this was Tammy’s friend. Then, on 12:49 PM, 90.208.30.216:   

90.208.30.216 - - [04/May/2014:13:49:53 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/icaact/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5815 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=14&ved=0CD8

QFjADOAo&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Ficaact%

2F&ei=xZlmUSIK4HB7AbEsYC4Ag&usg=AFQjCNFBbbVDdCSEIhB-Yt7MOG5ok2jV0A 

"Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.2; WOW64; Trident/6.0; ASU2JS)" 

There are so many people in the Secret Facebook Group who were from the UK, and I knew of 

none of them. Then, on 1:44 PM, 96.24.202.211, 96-24-202-211.stl.clearwire.wmx.net, Lee 

Summit, Missouri. 

96.24.202.211 - - [04/May/2014:14:44:33 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/brain-chip/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

64041 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&cad=rja&uact=8&ved

=0CEoQFjAG&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fbrain-

chip%2F&ei=Y6ZmU7fVD6qoyAHMn4GADg&usg=AFQjCNHqhp5hD6lEyfDRQogSG6sTtQ

9g_A&sig2=W5bazgB1ObWXsbcBZUaPpg&bvm=bv.65788261,d.aWc "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 

NT 6.3; WOW64; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

Then, on 7:12 PM, it was the same Opera Mini person, Google, 2012/04/14. The picture which 

has thus emerged then is: Since I searched for SDW’s address information and her Meetup 

profile online last night, the police contacted her today to tell her that I had begun cyberstalking 

her. (Again, I was legally “cyberstalking” because of that warning from Chaya; the act alone 

didn’t constitute “cyberstalking”.) The police was not being genuine, since it was probably just 

their government trainer who had instructed them to inform SDW in order for them to study her 

reaction. (The matter was becoming more and more like a training exercise.) This should have 

happened in early morning. By 10 AM, SDW was calling her family members about her new 

status as my stalking victim. However, the police probably didn’t say much to her, so that, when, 

around 10:30 AM, one of her aunts Googled for me online, my story was still there. She 

probably wanted to see for herself how crazy I was in any case. By noon, SDW had also 

informed her online TI friends. Tammy pitched in and asked her friend to Google for my posts 

on SDW (“gang-stalking”). Then the UK member on 12:49 PM. SDW was probably trying to 

recruit those at ICAACT (Jessy Beltram, etc.) to her “complaint team”. (The more people 

complained about my citing their names on my website, the better.) Then someone in Missouri 

pitched in on 1:44 PM to offer to the police his impression of my utter insanity (belief about 

brain chips). But the police didn’t do anything to remove my website in the afternoon, contrary 

to SDW’s expectation. Finally, past 7 PM, the Opera Mini person pitched in to report about my 
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slandering the President by claiming he might have been “chipped” at one time. The police 

however still made no move. Their trainer probably told them to wait and observe my actions.    

5 May (Monday) 

Slept between 6 and 10:30 AM. Sleep deprivation. 10:30 AM, landlord burst into my room, 

angry, saying another tenant has reported to her that I left a lot of blood on the floor in the 

hallway. It seemed to be false reporting. I have never left any blood stains on the floor. How did 

this happen? Was the guy a recruit? Or was he programmed by the control center without 

awareness? Began suspecting that even Alexandra is taking part in SDW’s operations on me. 

This is delusional belief.   

Worked in coffeehouse. Napped between 3:30 and 5:30 PM. Woke up to cut myself. Three 

times. To mark another miserable day where information about my stalking victims’ ops on me 

and Wes are unavailable. Then posted Republicans’ different stories to different parties: Dr G, 

SDW, and the PAN Mexicans. Mostly false scenarios; evidences for my delusional mind, while 

CIA’s evidence for the secret court for how I was not really delusional, but only looked so. Then 

asked on my blog: if one should stalk SDW to do her a favor. My conspirators have programmed 

this in order to create dilemmas for law enforcement’s Threat Management Units and educate 

them. Collection at WLA. 2 W (LWS SCHPLN), 11 N, 2 H, 4 B. 

Suspicious and visit bizarre visits to my website today include: 163.153.163.5, 8:18 AM, 

capra.html, from Board of Cooperative Educational Services, Albany, New York. At the time I 

thought this was obviously orchestrated by the control center to make me believe that Alexandra 

was also involved in the Secret Society against me. Also, many visits from various universities in 

the US. Many visits to humandispersal.html. Orchestrated by the control center, presumably, to 

induce me to develop bizarre delusional beliefs. Well, we’ll see. 

SDW’s team’s visits today include: 7:30 AM, from Reno, Nevada, 24-205-220-

156.dhcp.slto.ca.charter.com:  

24.205.220.156 - - [05/May/2014:08:30:34 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68148 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 6_0 like Mac OS 

X) AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10A405 Safari/8536.25" 

This person would come again on 15 May. This person seemed to have been inside the Secret 

Facebook Group since last year. Probably just instructed by SDW to check on the status of my 

blog: not yet removed by police. Then the most suspicious visit already mentioned: 

163.153.163.5 - - [05/May/2014:09:18:21 -0600] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html 

HTTP/1.1" 200 11888 

"http://www.google.com/search?q=standard+model+subatomic+particles&safe=vss&client=safa

ri&rls=en&biw=1400&bih=956&sout=1&tbm=isch&ei=fatnU9vXFan4yAHOuYAg&start=40&

sa=N" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, 

like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 Safari/534.59.10" 
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I would only learn by the end of the year (November) that this person was in fact related to 

SDW’s sister Kathleen S Lill, who worked as physician assistant at a medical center in Albany 

and whose friends include this person and another person in the Nassau county school district – 

both teachers, it seems. This friend of Kathleen’s was just here to make a false report about my 

plagiarism. Then a visit from the University of Calgary on 1:08 PM, 136.159.160.251, /Naweed 

Syed.  

136.159.160.251 - - [05/May/2014:14:08:58 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/naweed-syed/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 17242 "https://www.google.ca/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

Presumably, the team members had contacted Naweed Syed that I had talked about his research 

on my blog, hoping that the distinguished professor would complain about me as well. But I 

seriously doubt that a university professor had this kind of free time to complain about nothing. 

Under normal circumstances, when SDW’s team contacted him, he wouldn’t even bother to 

check. The team must have explicitly said that what I said about him was so seriously delusional 

and slandering as would actually damage his reputation. But, after checking, he presumably saw 

nothing wrong at all; it seemed that it was just another weird conspiracy theorist who was 

quoting him. 

There was another visit by the Opera Mini guy on 2:52 PM, about the same post on Naweed 

Syed. Maybe, because Professor Syed didn’t respond, the team tried to contact him again, almost 

two hours later, to tell him about my malicious and delusional slandering of him. I don’t think 

the professor would even answer the call, however. Why would he have the time for this? 

There would be no visits at all from the team throughout the night. Everybody must be quite 

frustrated and was devising new techniques and reasons to complain about me. Then, at last, past 

midnight, actions started again. First, on 12:33 AM, 24.9.121.119, c-24-9-121-

119.hsd1.co.comcast.net, Fort Collins, CO, “Ying and Yang, part I”. This person is either my 

cousin Gilbert or his friend. (Note that my cousin Gilbert’s cellphone service is AT&T’s New 

Cingular Wireless; it’s possible that he might have switched to Comcast, following upon my 

cousin Irene’s and her mother’s example.)  

24.9.121.119 - - [06/May/2014:01:33:19 -0600] "GET /suppl_pld_8bg42/suppl_pld_8bg42c.pdf 

HTTP/1.1" 200 5259823 

"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&cad=rja&uact=8&ve

d=0CEwQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fsuppl_pld_8bg42%2F

suppl_pld_8bg42c.pdf&ei=D5BoU4ffJ9anyASYr4CACQ&usg=AFQjCNG8ajGGSPx5DQ74gjr

Ym29l8_wGqg&bvm=bv.66111022,d.cGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:29.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0" 

It looks like another complaint to remind the police of my delusional, violent belief about 

Angelica. Maybe the police had explained to SDW that I had not yet “stalked” her seriously 

enough, since the address information I had obtained about her was incomplete. SDW would 

then begin mobilizing the complaint team again, hoping to persuade the police. Or maybe the 

Group was discussing new strategies while looking at what I wrote about Angelica and SDW. 
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And so, on 12:38 AM, Palmdale, California, 107-192-48-236.lightspeed.irvnca.sbcglobal.net (in 

northern Los Angeles, south of Lancaster). The person would come back on 22 May as well.  

107.192.48.236 - - [06/May/2014:01:38:39 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/targeted-individuals/ 

HTTP/1.1" 200 46380 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

It seemed to be related to Angelica (in her Lancaster home). Either to remind the police that I 

was saying all these terrible things about SDW to harass her, or to discuss strategies while 

studying what I wrote.    

6 May (Tuesday, no collection, 1st day of break from pain attack) 

Past midnight, from 2:25 AM onward. Discovered, and researched, SDW’s Meetup profile, then 

bought SDW’s address history at Intelius. Researched the addresses; absolutely shocked by her 

ties to an expensive house in the San Diego region. I even purposely looked up the train schedule 

to her town, although of course I had no money to buy any ticket. Now, since I was under police 

surveillance, and since I was on some black list, Intelius would certainly have informed law 

enforcement that the stalker had purchased SDW’s information. I was now at last officially 

SDW’s “cyberstalker” – conforming to Kiersten’s false profile of me.      

Slept between 5:30 and 9:30 AM. Severe sleep deprivation. To Tom N Tom, 11:30 AM. 

Researched SDW’s address history: called real estate agents (from 19:00 in the recording, 12:30 

PM onward). Reflection, 33:00. To storage. 2 PM, ran into “Una” the Mongolian! She was 

responsive, but found it impossible to break into her space, and let her depart. So regretted, 

because life was just so boring.  

Storage. Called the real estate agent about the “expensive house” (1:11:00 in the recording or 

3:15 PM). SM library, returned Hannah Arendt’s book (Eichmann in Jerusalem). Unsuccessfully 

napped in Ackerman until 9 PM. Nervousness all day. Extreme sleepiness. Starbucks, almost 10 

PM. Sat down next to a very pretty young AWF student, who was annoyed by my staring at her. 

Developed the delusional thought that she was instructed by the government to do acting, and 

that she in fact loved me – my conspirator’s attempt to make me conform to Kiersten’s profile of 

me, and CIA’s evidence that I wasn’t delusional. Mood okay all day. No collection, only 1 B 

(Pollo Loco). Checked over the links on SDW’s blog between 10:30 PM and 12 AM.  

Now, the suspicious visits (from SDW’s team) to my website today include: 8:33 AM, 

67.170.195.199, Oakland, California. 

67.170.195.199 - - [06/May/2014:09:33:46 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68271 

"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=15&ved=0CEAQFjAE

OAo&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-

stalking%2F&ei=ygBpU6HUJ8fvoATopoGYDQ&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphdd

X1rAow" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko" 
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This person would come only one time this month. Perhaps this is someone related to Kiersten’s 

best friend Aysha, who lived in Oakland. On 12:48 PM, another visit from San Francisco, c-50-

156-117-107.hsd1.ca.comcast.net: 

50.156.117.107 - - [06/May/2014:13:48:15 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/icaact/ HTTP/1.1" 200 5672 

http://www.bing.com/search?q=icaact&first=9&FORM=PORE "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel 

Mac OS X 10_6_8) AppleWebKit/534.59.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.1.9 

Safari/534.59.10" 

My own search on Bing on 27 August revealed that, on search term “ICAACT”, my blog showed 

up as number 8. Could it be that SDW had informed somebody within the very circle of Jessie 

Beltram, since he was living in Sacramento? On 12:59 PM, this person: 173.209.211.230, Hosted 

Data Solution, LLC, Tampa, Florida:  

173.209.211.230 - - [06/May/2014:13:59:24 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/04/14/13/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

4738 http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&redir_esc=&client=ms-androidamericamovil-

us&source=android-search-

app&v=133247963&qsubts=1399406244524&action=devloc&q=obama+brain+implant&v=133

247963 "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.6; en-us; H866C Build/HuaweiH866C) 

AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1" 

Since SDW had listed an address in Palm Beach, Florida, this was presumably her friend. On 

8:45 PM, 66.87.72.185, 66-87-72-185.pools.spcsdns.net, Sprint PCS, Kansas City, Missouri: 

66.87.72.185 - - [06/May/2014:21:45:30 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68309 

"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CDAQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%

2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-

stalking%2F&rct=j&q=white%20man%20gang%20stalk%20to%20assume%20superiority&ei=

KKxpU5vIGsP78QGn0IDICA&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphddX1rAow" 

"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.0.4; en-us; Event Build/IML77) AppleWebKit/534.30 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

On 9:41 PM, 172.56.13.200, T-Mobile USA, Chicago, Illinois:  

172.56.13.200 - - [06/May/2014:22:41:00 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/v2k/feed/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

9688 https://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 Mobile/11D201 Safari/9537.53" 

A further note, my mother deposited 300 dollar. She would lecture me on the next day, telling 

me that it’s all because I wished her a happy Mother’s Day.  

Also, a very strange visit from Saipan, on 8:24 PM, 210.23.81.198, Google, /relative-deprivation. 

Then, another visit from Chittagong, Bangladesh, 180.234.140.13 on 8:27 PM, Google, index 

page. These were presumably just visits orchestrated by the control center purely for purpose of 

the International Court trial. Meanwhile, on the front page of France 24, one reads: “La première 

ministre thaïlandaise destituée pour abus de pouvoir.”   
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RECONSTRUCTION, SDW’s movement on 6 May. Important development on 6 May. In 

response to my research on SDW between 2 and 3:30 AM on 6 May, SDW would post two new 

videos on her blog, early morning 7 May. She obviously wanted me to discover her Youtube 

channel. Why? According to SDW, the first video was shot on 11 AM, and the second on 11:52 

AM, 6 May. She said she was leaving doctor’s office. Thus: when the police informed her early 

in early morning that I had “cyberstalked” her, this time by actually purchasing her address 

history on Intelius, she was advised by her FBI handler that, to complete the stalking, I would 

have to discover her Youtube channel as well. (I would then have “cyberstalked” her by 

exploring all her online accounts: Facebook, Meetup, Youtube, and address history.) Her FBI 

handler instructed her to shoot a first responder harassment video and post it on her blog, in order 

to lead me to her Youtube channel. (Since her FBI handler received his instruction from the CIA, 

who was with the French and the Republicans inside the control center, those people could 

already see on their computer screen that I’d check SDW’s blog tonight and discover her 

Youtube channel.) When SDW was first updated by the police about my further “cyberstalking” 

attempt on her, she instructed somebody in the Secret Facebook Group to Google to see if my 

blog posts about her had been removed by the police. That was 8:30 AM. Presumably, Aysha’s 

bunch were quite excited about the fact that the group of women were being validated since the 

psychopathic male had at last made his move. But no, the police had not done so. So SDW was 

expecting her FBI handler’s instruction to do the trick. She left home around 9:30 AM, obtained 

breakfast in fast food, arrived at doctor’s office by 10:30 AM. Leaving office, her FBI handler 

called her to tell her that an accident was being attended to by Carlsbad Police at Poinsettia and 

I-5 (Carlsbad). She turned on her phone’s camera 1 block before the accident. Then, after 

running some errands, she accidentally passed by another fire truck, and decided to film that too, 

just for the hell of it. She returned home, and contacted somebody in ICAACT hoping to recruit 

more people to complain to the police about my blog. That was 12:40 PM. Then she asked her 

friend in Florida to search for my crazy blog post on Obama again, wanting to continually 

impress on the police that I was mentally insane. That was almost 1 PM. But then the Threat 

Management People called her in to let her check on the intercepts of my calls to real estate 

agents. But, around 2 PM, however, the control center orchestrated my run-in with “Una” while 

the Threat Management Unit was observing me. The French and the Republicans were 

commanding Homeland Security CO chief and the PRI team to orchestrate this incident to create 

a certain evidence to replace/ erase past evidences while at the same time purposely allowing the 

Threat Management Unit to observe my lesser aggressivity toward women in comparison to 

other men. This of course didn’t square with SDW’s portrayal of me to the police in accordance 

with Kiersten’s false profile of me, as insane and physically violent. While I was being deceived 

into having an opportunity to impress EKT, etc., and, shortly after being done with storage, came 

to the Starbucks in downtown to begin downloading materials on ethnic minorities in Russia and 

Mongolia (in German and Japanese) – in the process discovering Andreas Kappeler’s classic, 

Russland als Vielvölkerreich – SDW and her brother James were listening to the intercept of my 

calls to the real estate agents at the police station. They were quite troubled.    

It must be because of my calls to the real estate agents, however, that SDW would delay 

uploading her new videos to her Youtube channel until late in night – when she could have 
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uploaded them by 1 PM. Both SDW, and her brother, James, who, as usual, was always by her 

side, were quite shocked by my pretending to be buying and renting houses in order to get 

information about them. I don’t know how much they were aware that this was how private 

investigators investigated things in the past, before such “social engineering” techniques were 

made increasingly obsolete by computer searches. They became very concerned about the 

possibility that I might know more about them, and so began questioning the wisdom in SDW’s 

FBI handler’s instruction, which seemed to indicate a plan to run a sting operation on me. By 

continuing the sting op, they ran the risk that more knowledge about them might end up existing 

in my mind. SDW and her brother thus requested to withdraw from FBI’s sting op on me. They 

didn’t know that the FBI was merely helping the CIA in the education of the Threat Management 

Unit while allowing the CIA to secretly entering into the ICJ evidence about my inability to 

become dangerous to women.  

It’d take a lot of persuasion on the part of FBI to convince SDW to continue. The operation 

would continue. It’s not clear if the visit to my blog on 8:45 PM (from Kansas City) was actually 

from SDW’s team: “white man gang-stalks to assume superiority”. The visit on 9:41 PM – to the 

blog post in which Kiersten was mentioned – was certainly from her team: my posts on Kiersten 

had also not been removed. The Threat Management Unit was certainly monitoring my checking 

over the links on SDW’s blog between 10:30 PM and 12 AM, and around 11 PM she uploaded 

the two videos to her Youtube channel in a hurry, and without any interest – certainly because 

she was very skeptical about the whole sting op: she’d rather not give me any more opportunity 

to know something about her and her family. Perhaps the 9:41 PM visit was a sign that Kiersten 

was persuading her to proceed with the sting op too, since everybody – Kiersten, Angelica, 

Veronica, and Dr P – was waiting for the removal of my website. Then SDW waited until I 

finished checking the links on her blog, and posted her latest blog post, First Responder 

Harassment Log 5/6/14, probably between 12:30 to 1 AM.  

For some reason, my conspirators would refrain from requiring me to collect damages by 

inflicting severe physical pain on me. Later on, since, without suffering severe physical pain, I 

would forget to hate Americans, I would misunderstand the situation and believe that the CIA, 

and the Macrospherians in general, had wanted a halt on my torture for two reasons: (1) the 

Russians want to measure if my love for Russia could stand on its own, if it will be gone when I 

am not anti-American; (2) researchers from the US side need to measure the brain functioning 

patterns corresponding to anti-Americanism (the sentiment). One’s brain functional patterns are 

very similar to those of anti-American/ insurgency fighters around the world, and especially in 

Middle-East. Anti-Americanism will be considered Republicans’ damage to the US which the 

White Rose faction will fix. Hence the study of the “anti-American brain functional patterns”. In 

these three days, the researchers will have examined SDW’s programming of the computer in the 

control center to suppress this functional pattern in my brain. The patterns relate to reaction 

against domination by overwhelming power. But my anti-Americanism is not exactly the same 

as that among the Arabs; in that I live in US and can be attracted to AWF. There are two 

additional components in my case which are not present in Arabs’ or others’ anti-Americanism, 

i.e. aesthetic disgust due to boredom with the same thing and anger over exclusion from 

participation (especially in the sphere of knowledge and collective consciousness). But AWFs 
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will be no cure to anti-Americanism as soon as I leave US and there are white women of other 

nationalities around. It’s not clear why this issue is important at all. Even if one marries EKT, 

one’s anti-Americanism will have very little influence on one’s demeanor and decision-making 

process. The issue must be related to the plan of global backlash against Americans: once the 

American people are changed and global commerce is broken up, the US government will begin 

counterinsurgency campaign to squash the backlash. The White Rose faction has permitted this 

“turn-off” because one is required to know about the counterinsurgency plan in order for the 

Macrospherian secret court to order it without the possibility of objection to it. The White Rose 

faction has put in place an increasing number of pretty white female faces in the government 

because these, together with CIA’s White Rose function which will be advertised, will work as 

protective hedge against the impending global backlash against Americans. (So everybody likes 

white female faces?) It’s not clear if the same AWFs will be part of the counterinsurgency 

campaign.   

Since the above was the delusional belief I had developed when reflecting on the hiatus, 

presumably the purpose of the halt was precisely to cause me to develop the above delusional 

beliefs, which means that there was something in the above which the White Roses want to make 

use of in their reform program. As usual, whenever they want something to be done through an 

ICJ judgment, they would program me to develop some bizarre delusional beliefs in which what 

they have wanted would be present in some vague, and distorted form. One stone two birds: 

while obtaining what they have wanted, they can waste my time and leave me looking ever 

crazier and laughable.  

Another purpose – which was more immediate – was probably that the Republicans didn’t want 

me to commit crimes while SDW’s stalking claim was in progress. The government wanted the 

TMU to have the legal leeway within which to not respond to the “stalking victim” but to study 

her actions instead. If I committed crimes, this might complicate law enforcement’s legal 

obligation to her.  

7 May (Wednesday, no collection, break 2nd day) 

Slept between 3 AM and 12 PM. Somewhat okay. Western Dental. Cleaned teeth. After the 

appointment, spoke: “The story that will be advertised will not be correct. SDW is pissed off by 

the fact that the guy is ingratiating toward her, not by the fact that he cares about her.” Again, my 

conspirators were programming me to develop the delusional belief that such was the script of 

“terra inverta” which the White Roses were trying to actualize in reality – when the details of the 

“script” was something else. Café MK, late more research on SDW’s brother’s address (the 

“expensive house”), but checked all the wrong names. 7 PM, home, masturbated, but couldn’t 

get much of an erection. And to bikini WF. My conspirators were programming me to resemble 

Kiersten’s profile of me as hating women because of my sexual impotence. 

Came to Starbucks, Westwood, 9 PM. 9:45 PM, a very ugly Middle-Eastern looking male 

student sat down next to me. So disgusted that I had to move to another spot next to an Indian 

girl. Again, targeted in the same way as SDW: would get angry over aesthetically unpleasing 

environment. Even painful to see an Asian girl walking with a white chic outside, 10 PM. Again, 
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since I wasn’t racist, the closest evidences which my conspirators can force me to produce were 

super-sensitivity to racial issues. Soon, another ugly Hispanic male sat down next to me when 

the Indian girl left. Changed seat, back to the original table, where there was now a pretty white 

chic. Although it was quite obvious that the control center was trying to establish some sort of 

identity between me and SDW, my conspirators were at the same time programming me to 

develop the wrong theory that it was SDW who was targeting me in order to transfer her own 

suffering onto me: through degrading the aesthetic value of my environment, something which 

you cannot use as the cause of your violent behavior in order to claim your status as a victim 

rather than as a victimizer – when in reality they were trying to create similar brain scan images 

between me and her. On 11:30 PM, Internet cut off only for IP address tracing. Discovered 

SDW’s two new videos on her blog, and she posted on Facebook Group on 10:45 PM. She 

obviously wanted me to discover her Youtube channel. No collection tonight. Merely 5 B. 

Home, studied SWD’s Youtube videos all night long, until 6 or 7 AM in the morning. In the end, 

suddenly overcome by fear, and posted the reconstruction “6 May, SDW” on my blog. 

Now, suspicious visits to my website and blog today include: 7:51 AM, 109.169.184.19, OJSC 

Rostelecom (Volga Telecom), Samara, Russia.   

109.169.184.19 - - [07/May/2014:08:51:26 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/braingate-neuro-interface/ 

HTTP/1.1" 200 17143 "https://www.google.ru/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

I would presume that there were still Russian members in SDW’s Secret Facebook Group. 

Whether they were there as informants or were really helping SDW I can’t say. On 12:04 PM, 

another visitor from Toronto, 174.118.43.15, Rogers Cable.  

174.118.43.15 - - [07/May/2014:13:06:48 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/05/ HTTP/1.1" 200 28128 

https://duckduckgo.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_8_5) 

AppleWebKit/537.73.11 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.1.1 Safari/537.73.11" 

This person would come only one time this month. Then, on 12:41 PM, 66.245.199.96, South 

Pasadena, netblock-66-245-199-96.dslextreme.com. (On 29 August, the same canonical name 

would be traced to Van Nuys.) 

66.245.199.96 - - [07/May/2014:13:41:08 -0600] "GET /miscellaneous/yunqing.pdf HTTP/1.1" 

200 5534278 

"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&ved=0CFkQFjAG&u

rl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fmiscellaneous%2Fyunqing.pdf&ei=N4xq

UzSEsLpoATNoICYBw&usg=AFQjCNHUBpcYcLKnGhzk9YJaRXFxp3pMIQ&bvm=bv.6611

1022,d.cGU" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0" 

There was Karin’s friend, most likely, somebody in her meetup who was Chinese. Then, on 

12:50 PM, a visit to my blog using TOR. 

5.79.68.161 - - [07/May/2014:13:50:18 -0600] "GET /blogs HTTP/1.1" 301 568 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 

(Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0" 
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Certainly somebody in the LUG. The person came again on 7:18 PM, still using TOR.  

85.25.43.84 - - [07/May/2014:20:18:41 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/ HTTP/1.1" 200 22320 "-" 

"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0" 

You can tell that it’s the same LUG person who was visiting my blog on 12:50 PM and on 7:18 

PM: the user agent is identical. Presumably, SDW today was merely waiting for police’s word 

that I had discovered her Youtube channel: she was impatiently waiting for me to become her 

full-fledged “cyberstalker” so that, she believed, the police would then remove my website. 

While waiting, she probably thought it wise to strengthen her case by instructing more people to 

complain to the police about my blog and website – in regard to other things than that which 

directly concerned her. The first, the Russian member, on 7:51 PM, to impress upon the police 

that even people far away in Russia noticed that the blogger here suffered severe schizophrenia. 

Then, around noon, she got three more people to complain about me: my crazy thoughts about 

911 (Toronto person), my plagiarism (Karin’s friend), and then something else (LUG). 

Meanwhile, the Threat Management Unit was watching me closely, hearing me uttering insanity, 

but not doing anything else. The search in Mak Café wasn’t enough. Past 7 PM, SDW had the 

LUG person polish a little more his earlier complaint about me to the police. When I finally 

discovered her Youtube channel, around 11:45 PM, she got a call from the police about the 

matter. She must be quite euphoric: tomorrow my website would be gone, she probably thought. 

The police had however other plans. The TMU was awake with their “government trainer” all 

night long. The trainer was probably explaining to them what I was doing with SDW’s videos: 

i.e. trying to reconstruct SDW’s movements in order to figure out government’s agenda – i.e. 

what the TMU was doing right there, although I failed to get it then – and then writing it down 

on my blog. This, of course, was not what “cyberstalker” usually did, and didn’t fit SDW’s 

conception of my “stalking”.      

Other bizarre visits of the day include: 8:07 PM, 82.115.19.225, capra.html, Iran; and on 9:30 

PM, 213.130.121.214, Google, Feefee and Valerie, Dohar, Quatar. Probably directly 

programmed by the control center, unrelated to SDW.   

8 May (Thursday; no collection, 3rd day) 

2 PM, Tom N Tom. Listened to MIA’s “Fallschirm” repeatedly. Revised posting, correctly 

identified the police in SDW’s video as Carlsbad. To White Memorial (doctor’s appointment 

today). Metro train full of earphones-wearing people, as if my posting, and correction thereof, 

has elevated my status as “stalker”. Fantasized that law enforcement was upset with my seeming 

attempt to rescue SDW. This was of course used by my conspirator as evidence for my 

delusional state of mind. Police checked my tap card (to verify my identity?). This might be 

related to TMU’s actions at the moment. Because my reconstruction of SDW’s movement 

yesterday, although incomplete and not entirely correct, demonstrated my awareness that there 

was a sting operation on me for stalking her, SDW’s stalking claim with TMU seemed now quite 

ridiculous: why would the suspect continue on with his plan knowing that he was trapped in a 

law enforcement sting operation? In clinic, compared SDW’s hand with EKT’s hand, for no 

particular reason (remotely controlled). Saw Dr S, an unappealing black man, and obtained 
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Norco, 3:30 PM. Comment about “pretty doctor” vs “ugly doctor” after leaving doctor’s office, 

1:25:00, 3:47 PM. Again, evidence for delusional thoughts, and to convince TMU that I was kind 

of crazy. Cafeteria, examined “anti-romance” on “Psychology of the Ying and the Yang” (done, 

1:43:00, 4:05 PM). Combined with Fallschirm’s lyric, it looks almost as if I were trying to warn 

SDW, when in fact it’s all an accident (unintentional, remotely controlled). My impression that I 

was being remotely controlled to rescue SDW was of course more evidence for my perpetual 

delusional state of mind. 2:08:00: waiting for bus. Then, on 4:31 PM, 98.85.144.227, a visit to 

/06-09/, from my comment on SDW’s blog (12/10/2013). Sanford, Florida.  

98.85.144.227 - - [08/May/2014:17:31:29 -0600] "GET /06_09/ HTTP/1.1" 200 774 

"http://stoporgangstalking.wordpress.com/2013/12/10/policefiresheriff-dept-harassment-log-

120813-120913/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 

like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

It looks almost like SDW’s Florida friend, or a friend of this Florida friend. Is this related to 

reporting me for stalking Angelica? But I didn’t go near House 1632 at all. On 6:30 PM, 

Starbucks, Vermont, unable to download Word Press backup SQL file. Angered. Stomach hurt. 

Then very bothered by the fact that everybody was so ugly around me (only 3 pretty WFs in the 

entire neighborhood). Targeting through aesthetic degradation of my environment (or making 

sure I decide to go to white neighborhoods where, for some reason, there weren’t any whites but 

only Hispanics on this day). Wanted collect damages and cut oneself.  

Bible study. Anger subsided mostly. Dumped trash in WSTWD park and 2 B only. Starbucks, 

open seat next to pretty AWF, mood stabilized, she was nice but soon left.   

11 PM, Westwood, reflecting on SDW’s video “City employee with truck” (10/21/13, 11 AM), 

realized that the reason why her experience of targeting was so similar to mine (except that there 

was no objective reality in hers) was that the filter inside Mr B’s computer had purposely 

programmed her thought-process to experience the same targeting I had experienced in 2010. On 

bus coming home. Painful when an ugly Mexican man sat down next to me. Decided to resume 

collection. 

And so, the suspicious visits to my website and blog today included: 8:28 AM, 89.245.194.235, 

Versatel Deutschland, Nordrhein-Westfalen,  

89.245.194.235 - - [08/May/2014:09:28:54 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/dimitri-khalezov/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 19150 http://r.duckduckgo.com/l/?kh=-

1&uddg=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fdimitri-

khalezov%2F "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:28.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/28.0" 

This is certainly a sign that Karin had rejoined the Secret Facebook Group – suddenly so many 

visits from Germany – and yet I had, at the time, completely overlooked these. More report about 

my crazy 911 theory. Next, on 11:49 AM, 152.26.62.99, North Carolina Research and Education 

Network. 
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152.26.62.99 - - [08/May/2014:12:49:08 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/brain-chip/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

63893 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

It’s said that NCREN grants services to 16 of North Carolina’s public institutions, including 

Duke University, Wake Forest University, most of the state’s private universities and colleges, 

state government, etc. The person was likely on the school’s computer, because it was Windows 

XP. I would presume this was a scientist asked by law enforcement authority to check on the 

veracity of women’s claim about my insanity (“brain chips”). However, it’s just so strange that 

there are higher educational institutions in United States where Windows XP is still being used. 

Next, on 2:22 PM, 172.56.39.99, T-Mobile, Stockton, post 8/3/12 (V2K). 

172.56.39.99 - - [08/May/2014:15:22:06 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/08/03/why-the-us-military-

continues-to-employ-v2k-onordinary-citizens/ HTTP/1.1" 200 12602 https://www.google.com/ 

"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; LGMS500 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

Angelica’s Stockton relative, of course. He was certainly making a complaint to the police about 

my slandering, malicious comment about Kiersten – on Kiersten’s behalf. He came again 19 

minutes later: 

172.56.39.99 - - [08/May/2014:15:41:32 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/08/03/why-the-us-military-

continues-to-employ-v2k-onordinary-citizens/ HTTP/1.1" 200 12602 https://www.google.com/ 

"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 4.1.2; en-us; LGMS500 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

Then again on 3:53 PM: 

172.56.39.99 - - [08/May/2014:16:53:57 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/08/03/why-the-us-military-

continues-to-employ-v2k-onordinary-citizens/ HTTP/1.1" 200 12602 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; 

Android 4.1.2; en-us; LGMS500 Build/JZO54K) AppleWebKit/534.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/534.30" 

“This guy is severely delusional about his friend. Very dangerous to her,” he was probably 

telling the LAPD on the phone. Then, on 4:31 PM, SDW’s Florida friend while I was waiting for 

the bus at White Memorial. Obviously, the TMU, having surveillance on me, was 

communicating to Angelica and SDW about my whereabouts all this afternoon, as part of their 

obligation. To exploit the opportunity, SDW instructed her Florida friend to call up LAPD to 

report seeing disturbing, crazy videos which I had left behind on SDW’s blog. This was 

something which Angelica had been very obsessed with, as you have seen.   

Then, on 6:11 PM, the most bizarre visit: 99.249.112.196, Cheney Plan, Windows 98! Rogers 

Cable, London, Ontario.  

99.249.112.196 - - [08/May/2014:19:11:35 -0600] "GET /cheneyplan25/cheneyplan25.pdf 

HTTP/1.0" 200 640725 "https://s4-us4.startpage.com/do/search" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 

MSIE 5.0; Windows 98)" 
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Because this guy was using a Windows 98 computer, I couldn’t help but suspect him to be 

related to HK Hacker. However, back in September last year, HK Hacker’s Windows 98 

computer was Mozilla 4.5, so it was clearly not the same computer here. (Supposedly, people 

only upgrade their computers, not downgrade.) But this person in the Secret Facebook Group 

must have something to do with the HK Hacker, since nobody on his own can possibly dream up 

the idea of going to an antiquity store to find a Windows 98 computer. In any case, another 

complaint to the police about my slandering fantasy about Dick Cheney, etc. Then, on 6:42 PM, 

71.23.223.138, Google, /gang-stalking, 71-23-223-138.par.clearwire-wmx.net, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania.  

71.23.223.138 - - [08/May/2014:19:42:26 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68309 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

Complaints had been streaming in on 8:28 AM (911), 11:49 AM (pedophilia: clearly Karin had 

clearly learned this from her operation on me in 2008), 2:22 PM to 3:53 PM (Kiersten), 4:31 PM 

(crazy video), 6:11 PM (Cheney), and 6:42 PM, SDW’s relative’s or some such person’s serious 

complaint about my harassment of the poor woman.   

More complaints: 8:31 PM, 203.186.80.30, 2012/07/04, No more Russia-going… HK Broadband 

Network Ltd, Hong Kong. 

203.186.80.30 - - [08/May/2014:21:31:12 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/07/04/no-more-russia-

going-daily-struggle-with-thecontrol-centers-demand-that-i-go-dispose-myself-once-and-for-all/ 

HTTP/1.1" 200 7674 "https://www.google.com.hk/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) 

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

This was just somebody whom the HK Hacker had found to make extra complaints about me. 

Probably his friend. Again, delusional, and a danger to himself. One minute later: 8:32 PM, 

65.74.81.247, Alaska Peninsula Nwr. 

65.74.81.247 - - [08/May/2014:21:32:59 -0600] "GET /blogs/2012/07/14/the-struggle-to-avoid-

mind-control-suicidal-thoughts/ HTTP/1.1" 200 10458 https://www.google.com/ "Mozilla/5.0 

(iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Version/7.0 Mobile/11D167 Safari/9537.53"  

SDW got Ann’s friend to make another complaint about my being a danger to myself. 

Presumably, she still preferred that I be hospitalized so that I couldn’t even discover that my 

website had disappeared. On 8:39 PM, somebody came using proxy:  

95.130.9.190 - - [08/May/2014:21:39:36 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

68309 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0" 

After using a proxy, this person then came again on 9:51 PM, using TOR this time:  

162.247.72.217 - - [08/May/2014:22:51:14 -0600] "GET /blogs/tag/gang-stalking/ HTTP/1.1" 

200 68309 
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"http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=12&ved=0CCsQFjABO

Ao&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2Ftag%2Fgang-

stalking%2F&ei=vl5sU6TmHOSj0QW1h4CYCw&usg=AFQjCNEQEbKR7tyNSpy0JHQdphdd

X1rAow&bvm=bv.66330100,d.bGQ&cad=rja" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:24.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/24.0" 

This was certainly the same LUG person from yesterday (on 12:50 PM and 7:18 PM). Thus, on 

8:39 PM, seven minutes after Ann’s friend’s complaint, SDW instructed somebody in the LUG 

to make another complaint to the police about my threat to her. Again, she was disappointed; she 

didn’t know that police’s interest was rather in studying the victims, not in getting the stalker.  

More than 40 minutes later, on 10:33 PM, SDW got someone closer to me to make one more 

complaint to the police: 172.56.40.20, Paramount, CA (near Compton). 

/blogs/tag/mosquito-drone/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9094 

"http://www.google.com/m?hl=en&gl=us&client=ms-android-hmstmobile-us&source=android-

launcherwidget&action=devloc&q=microchip+mosquito" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 

2.3.4; en-us; myTouch_4G_Slide Build/GRJ22) AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1" 

This person would also only come once. He was obviously prompted by SDW to report me 

because the police had again disappointed SDW by not removing my blog. It seems that SDW 

and her team had decided to find as many people as possible to report my blog or website to the 

police in order to impress upon the authority that my blog bothered not just her, Angelica, etc., 

but any randomly chosen person as well. This is why many visitors whom she sent to my blog 

only visited one time and no more. The group was everyday busy with finding new complainers 

among the acquaintances of each member: “Do you know somebody else who can complain?” 

She thought this could fool the police; but, very likely, the FBI had informed the police, or the 

Threat Management Unit, that the complainers were all recruited by the “stalking victims” to 

make artificial complaints. Under normal circumstances, not a single person would ever 

complain – since nobody would even notice the existence of my website, let alone take the time 

to complain about nothing.     

It’s of course amazing that, not just SDW and Angelica, but even Karin didn’t know that 

everybody here was only set up by the government to complain about me, not just to educate law 

enforcement, but also to produce evidences for both ICJ trials (current and previous). Karin had 

apparently never figured out that the CIA had set her up to harm the CIA back in September last 

year, all because the Agency needed to disown her and her group in order to rewrite the 

evidentiary records about what happened in 2008. She had got to be the smartest among these 

stupid women; and yet she never noticed that she was set up to “throw stones at her own feet.”  

9 May (Friday, sleep okay; collection started again) 

Slept between 4:30 AM and 1 PM (waking up for a while around 10 AM or so). Tom N Tom, 2 

PM. Severe longing for Wes. Talked for a long while with Wes’ mother. Hence gave up the plan 

of riding the bus to her house. Some time later, would wrongly theorize that SDW had input her 
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intention into the computer in the control center to begin programming me again to collect 

damages. Now that I had looked at her Youtube videos, and wrote about it on my blog, she had 

got law enforcement to establish me as her stalker, based on my past history with Chaya. It was 

thus time for me to “become violent” again, so that law enforcement may treat my case with 

more seriousness. None of this was true, of course. In any case, the computer in the control 

center began programming me to desire to find Andreas Kappeler’s book in the UCLA library. 5 

PM, remotely controlled to come to UCLA library without bringing the necessary change to 

make copies. (The computer had made sure that I would want to find this book just when I had 

used up all my dollar bills and had only 20 dollar bills with me.) Extreme anger, chest hurt. 

Required to resume collection of damages. You can see why: after yesterday’s wandering near 

Pyramid’s home – with nothing having happened at all – and my bizarre cognizance of there 

being a sting op on me, the police had now determined that I wasn’t the sort of threat which 

SDW had portrayed me as, so that I can resume the commission of crimes without complicating 

law enforcement obligation to my “stalking victims”.  

6:30 PM, in Ackerman, watched the latest updates on the kidnapping of girls in Nigeria. 

Understood the whole business about the “sacredness of victims”. Posted it on my blog in 

Starbucks, Westwood. Since I believed that the whole op was a sting op on SDW, my conception 

in the post was that law enforcement was feeling sorry for her and was hesitant about continuing 

the op. In reality, law enforcement was simply busy with profiling the “victims” and was quite 

aware that the victims’ reports and complaints were all false and distortions. Presumably, the 

White Roses had me write thusly in order to make the “sacralization of victims” into part of the 

terrorist conspiracy against the world. Then, talked to a Swiss woman outside the coffeehouse. “I 

want to go to Russia”. My mistake impression later on was that it was SDW’s intention that I 

shall never go to Russia (and that she was able to dictate an ICJ judgment that the opposite of 

what I had wanted would happen). In reality, my conspirators were just collecting another piece 

of evidence showing me conforming to Kiersten’s claims about me as delusional. (Especially 

since, as always, I wondered if the Swiss woman was from my “audience”.) 11 PM, to 

BRNTWD and SM to collect damages. 7 N, 2 W, 2 SPC. Got increasingly angry over everyone’s 

silence and SDW’s hatred of me and intention to unload all her suffering onto me for her own 

benefits. (I had begun developing the required delusional scenario by this time.) This is another 

part of the terrorist conspiracy in which I was forced to participate – in which I would never 

participate under normal circumstances since I was better than that: to be upset over some 

imaginary harm, just like SDW, Angelica, and Dr P. Became also increasingly receptive of the 

idea that caring about AWFs would indeed incur the greatest hostility from them. (Perhaps the 

Macrospherians wanted this in order to establish identity between me and SDW, I thought; true, 

but the identity was supposed to be established in another way.) On bus, 2 AM, angered by 

earphones-wearing people, then by a fat Mexican wearing earphones who squeezed into me in 

my seat and talked Spanish loudly to provoke me. Physical pain. Becoming increasingly like 

SDW. Insurgency war shall thus continue after three days’ break. 

Now the suspicious visits to my website today include: 11:31 AM, 209.234.180.26, direct visit, 

Tucson, Arizona, 209-234-180-20.static.twtelecom.net. 
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209.234.180.26 - - [09/May/2014:12:31:40 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/03/04/my-new-perp-after-

my-stalking-victims-and-mynew-delusional-state/ HTTP/1.1" 200 9815 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 

(compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET 

CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; MDDR; InfoPath.3; .NET4.0C)" 

This IP address would show up only this one time in this month. There are three possibilities 

here. One is that this is the same person as seen on 4 May, in which case it is either SDW’s 

relative or Dr P’s relative-in-law. Second is that it is not the same person, in which case it is 

either SDW’s relative if the 4 May person is related to Dr P, or a relative-in-law of Dr P if the 4 

May person is related to SDW. The third is the inverse of the second possibility, obviously. 

Then, on 1:12 PM, a LUG member came, using the proxy at Quadra Net:  

192.161.163.199 - - [09/May/2014:14:12:57 -0600] "GET /1/thermhch2.html HTTP/1.0" 200 

38692 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.0; Windows 

NT 6.1; Trident/6.0)" 

192.161.163.199 - - [09/May/2014:14:12:58 -0600] "GET /1/layereduniverse.html HTTP/1.0" 

200 34939 "http://www.lawrencechin2011.com/1/thermhch2.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; 

MSIE 10.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/6.0)" 

Then, on 2:44 PM, came this person: 87.146.215.115, p5792d773.dip0.t-ipconnect.de, Deutsche 

Telekom AG, Berlin:  

87.146.215.115 - - [09/May/2014:15:44:44 -0600] "GET /blogs/2013/09/15/three-women-in-los-

angeles-hired-a-hacker-inhong-kong-to-hack-my-website-can-you-believe-this/ HTTP/1.1" 200 

10469 

"http://www.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs

%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2013%2F09%2F91313 

69.png&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lawrencechin2011.com%2Fblogs%2F2013%2F09%

2F15%2Fthreewomen-in-los-angeles-hired-a-hacker-in-hong-kong-to-hack-mywebsite-can-you-

believe-

this%2F&h=768&w=1366&tbnid=OwyCujYId1r55M%3A&zoom=1&docid=TQTQC1vCBh_B

0M&ei=OUxtU9ipJ8PfygPShICQBw&tbm=isch&iact=rc&uact=3&page=1&start=0&ndsp=10

&ved=0CD4QrQMwAg" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 6_1_3 like Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/6.0 Mobile/10B329 Safari/8536.25" 

Certainly Karin’s associate in Germany – or else Karin was using a proxy located in Germany to 

see my website. Then, on 7:31 PM, the Opera Mini person, looking up /web-proxy. Then, on 

7:49 PM: 71.94.20.53, 71-94-20-53.dhcp.reno.nv.charter.com, Fernley, Nevada.  

71.94.20.53 - - [09/May/2014:20:49:17 -0600] "GET /ponomarev.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 46024 

"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/3.2.1.25875 Mobile/11D201 Safari/8536.25" 

This was presumably a friend of the Reno, Nevada person, complaining about my unintelligible, 

crazy letter to a Russian human rights activist – perhaps to Mr Ponomarev himself. Then, on 9:43 

PM: 46.4.98.199, Hetzner Online AG, Germany. 
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46.4.98.199 - - [09/May/2014:22:13:17 -0600] "GET /1/layereduniverse.html HTTP/1.1" 200 

86813 http://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&q=content "Mozilla/5.0 

(compatible; Konqueror/3.2; Linux 2.6.2)" 

This looks like a proxy. (Again, the same problem: why is it that visits from Germany have come 

through Google.com and not Google.de?) Since it’s a Linux computer, it’s probably related to 

LUG members. Karin, Rolf, and the LUG people must have been exchanging information with 

each other about the best ways to visit my blog without my detection. Then, on 1:15 AM, 

99.0.5.65, Sacramento, SBC Global:  

99.0.5.65 - - [10/May/2014:02:15:13 -0600] "GET /blogs/2014/01/14/liu-

rushi-%E6%9F%B3%E5%A6%82%E6%98%AF/ HTTP/1.1" 200 3834 

"https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 

(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.131 Safari/537.36" 

I would like to think that SDW had got my cousin Irene to find more people she knew in the 

Sacramento region to complain about my website. It was really, really late now for her, but my 

coming near Angelica’s place yesterday was certainly emergency enough. It’s now Saturday, and 

Irene didn’t have to go to her Learning Annex function early in the morning. Then, on 1:37 AM, 

202.156.10.10, Singapore: 

202.156.10.10 - - [10/May/2014:02:37:27 -0600] "GET /schizo-part-3-50/schizo-part-3-50.pdf 

HTTP/1.1" 200 2371017 "https://www.google.com.sg/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 

7_0_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/537.51.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/7.0 

Mobile/11B601 Safari/9537.53"   

Which could be Peter’s relative back in Singapore. Finally, on 2:47 AM, 114.34.53.185, direct 

visit from Taipei, Taiwan, 114-34-53-185.hinet.ip.hinet.net: 

114.34.53.185 - - [10/May/2014:03:47:18 -0600] "GET /familyphotos/familyphoto3.jpg 

HTTP/1.1" 200 61345 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1_1 like Mac OS X) 

AppleWebKit/536.26 (KHTML, like Gecko) GSA/3.2.1.25875 Mobile/11D201 Safari/8536.25" 

Etc., all the family photos in “Historical Photographs”. It looks like my cousin Ting-Ta in Taipei 

(the canonical name is identical with his from 29 December last year, although the last time he 

was using his Windows NT 6.1 computer rather than an iPhone). It was full house today, 

evidently all because the police didn’t act on the emergency from yesterday. Finally, on 3:26 

AM, 84.59.102.127, some associate of the LUG in Guiaba, Brazil, Oi Internet.  

84.59.102.127 - - [10/May/2014:04:26:14 -0600] "GET /2013-9-15/91413-9.png HTTP/1.1" 200 

82601 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:29.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/29.0" 

The picture which emerges for today is thusly: Because the police didn’t act on the emergency 

from yesterday (remove my website), there was even greater frenzy today among the Secret 

Society to find people to complain about me to law enforcement (or other entities). On 11:30 

AM, SDW’s Tucson relative/ Dr P’s Tucson relative Googled to check whether my postings on 

SDW were still online. Yap. Note that there was a visit from the University of Chicago to 
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Chapter Two (Foucault’s bio-power) of my Thermodynamic Interpretation of History on 10:31 

AM. This might be significant because, a little past 1 PM, someone in the LUG would look up 

the same chapter (plus the previous chapter). It might be that the LUG members were secretly 

cooperating with the government and that the University of Chicago visit was part of 

government’s operation to hire experts to assess my mental abilities. Of course, in such case, I 

would be rated something like a genius, and the LUG people would be quite surprised when the 

result from the University of Chicago was communicated to them. They would want to see the 

chapter themselves. This visit, therefore, would not be part of SDW’s project to complain about 

me. On 2:44 PM, Karin’s associate in Germany had made another complaint about me to some 

authority in the US. Then, nothing happened until 7:30 PM – was the gang discussing new 

strategies? Then, on 7:31 PM and 7:49 PM, two more complaints about me were lodged by the 

Secret Society. Perhaps it was because Mr Naweed Syed had ignored the Society’s complaints 

on 4 May, everybody was trying again to bring to Mr Ponomarev’s attention that I had 

mentioned him on my website, hoping he would join the complaint team. (Of course Mr 

Ponomarev would never reply.) On 9:43 PM, the LUG people were checking over my writing on 

the “layered structure of the universe” again, probably still confused over professionals’ 

judgment that this piece of shit – universally regarded by all womankind as mentally insane and 

mentally retarded – was some sort of genius. Since many in the LUG were studying physical 

sciences as well, presumably they would notice that these chapters weren’t filled with bullshit. 

(They couldn’t recognize “competence” in my Secret History, but should be able to notice it 

when it comes to parts of my Thermodynamic Interpretation of History and Scientific 

Enlightenment.) On 1:15 AM and 1:37 AM, two more complaints – it’s not clear what 

complaints can be made of the movie “Liu Rushi”, however. Perhaps Irene’s associate was not 

complaining, but merely studying to see if complaints could indeed be made of this movie. But 

the next visit from Ting-Ta on 2:47 PM certainly meant more complaints – here about my 

violation of my family members’ privacy and slander of people as CIA agents, etc. Finally, on 

3:26 AM, the LUG got another associate of theirs in Brazil to lodge another (false) complaint 

about my advertising hacking services online. This might be merely to cover up their secret 

cooperation with the government behind the women’s back.     

  


